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OVERVIEW

Since December 1985, the National Center on Effective Secondary Schools has
conducted approximately 30 studies to learn how high schools can .mhance student
engagement and thereby boost student achievement. The research included literature
reviews, secondary analyses of existing data, original conceptual-analytic work, and original
empirical studies that have taken Center researchers into high schools across the naion.

The mission of the Center was to learn how secondary schools can improve the
academic achievement of all students, with special attention to the needs of disadvantaged and
less successful students. The research was guided by three central assumptions. First, the
conception and measurement of appropriate forms of achievement are themselves
problematic; the mission should not be construed simply to increase student scores on teats
currently in use. Second, to improve academic achievement, we must first understand how
to increase student engagement in academic work. And third, although policies and
conditions originating beyond the school have substantial impact on student achievement,
more attention must be given to levers at the school site; that is, to the strateem that
teachers and administrators can use to alter conditions in their own schools to increase
students' engagement and achievement. The mission was pursued through six main projects:

1. Clearinghouse on Academic Achievement. The Clearinghouse provided an updated
bibliography and syntheses of research rekwant to school improvement consistent with
the mission.

2. Nouinstructional Influences on Adolescent Engagement and Achievement. A study
of the ways in which adolescents' experiences in the family, the peer group, the
workplace, and extracurricular activities affect their engagement and achievement in
scht4l.

3. The Stratification of Learning Opportunities in Middle and High Schools. A study
of the ways in which student opportunities to learn through authentic discourse may
mediate the effects of tracking and ability grouping on student whievemert.

4. Higher Order Thinking In the High School Curriculum. A study of the ways in
which higher nrder thinking can bz promoted in high school social studies and of the
barriers that inhibit it.

5. Programs and Policies To Serve At-Rbk St ..lents. A study of special programs and
substantial community interventions to improve engagement and achievement for
students at risk.

6. Alternative Structures and the Quality of Teachers' Worklife. A study cif the quality
of high school teachers' worklife and the conditions and structures that promote
teachers' engagemtlit in their work.

the Center maintained relationships with a 12-member National Advisory Panel, a seven-
school High School Advisory Networlc, several cooperating professional organizations, as well

as OERI centers and laboratories.
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The Center also completcd ft project on the Assessment of Academic Achievement
that reviewed the limitations of conventional testing and offered a new theory of authentic
achievement and examples of ways to assess it.

This final report consists of an interpretive summary of the entire research program,
reports from each of the main projects, a summary of dissemination activity, a description of
management procedures, and a list of publications by project. A more detailed analysis of the
Cerater's findings for a general audience will be available in Newmann (forthcoming).

Reference

Newmann, F. M. (Ed.). (forthcoming). StAgnisaugginagmeatijulffiejjan
high schools. New York: Teachers College Press.
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INTERPRETIVE SUMMARY

Moving Beyond "Effective School?: The Problems of Student Engagement and Achievement

Since the early 1980s, America's high schools have been besieged with studies,
critiques and proposals for reform. Major items of concern include academically weak
curriculum, neglect of problem-solving and higher order thinldng, inequitable effects of
curriculum tracking, professionally demeaning working conditions for teachers, and, in many
schools, dropout rates that exceed 50% for poor minority students. Reports of national test
scores and international comparisons continuously announce low levels of high school student
achievement.

Beginning in the 1970s research on "effective schools" (Brookover, Beady, Flood,
Schweitzer, & Wisenbaker, 1979; Edmonds, 1979) tried to identify the variables through which
some elementary schools enabled poor minority students to achieve at levels comparable to
middle class white students on standarrlized reading and math tests. Strong leadership by the
principal, a school-wide instructional focus on basic skills with continuous monitoring of
student achievement, and high expectations by teachers were some of the key factors.

Following a body of research that emphasized the dominant influence of social
background on student achievement (Coleman, Campbell, Hobson, McPartland, Modd,
Weinfeld, & York, 1966; Jencks, Smith, Acland, Bane, Cohen, Gintis, Heyns, & Michaelson,
1972), "effective schools" research offered hope that schools could make a difference. The
slogan was quickly appropriated to educational research and practice that extended well
beyond the original iuue of how elementary schools serving poor minority students might
enhance standardized test scores to middle class levels. In 1985 the federal government
funded two five-year Centers to conduct research on effective schoolsone dealing with
elementary and middle schools, another dealing with high schools.

The National Center on Effective Secondary Schools began with a mission broader
than boosting the achiever...ant of low-income minority students on standLiclized tests. Our
mission extended the "effective schools" fra raework in four ways. We were concerned with
students who do not succeed in school, especially with low-income students of color who are
disproportionately represented in this group. Ultimately, however, we were interested in
increased success for all students.

Second, we believed that success in high school should not be judged primarily by the
tests conventionally used in large scale assessments. Such tests measure only limited forms
of human accomplishment; they fail to test much of what schools try to teach; and, when
norm-referenced and standardized, they make it impossible for half of the students to succeed.
Other indicators of school succeu are important, such as reduced dropout rates, increased
enrollment in advanced coursework or in extracurricular activities, and projects that reflect
more authentic forms of intellectual performance.

Further, we doubted that high schools could be improved simply by identifying a list
of variables related to student achievement and persuading schools to work on each item in
the list. Instead, we felt that educational interventions would be powerful only to the extent
that they were grounded in coherent theory that explained how and why certain approaches
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to instruction, curriculum and school organization were more likely to produce favorable
student outcomes than others.

Fmally, research literature on American high schools, along with our conversations
with high school teachers, suggested to us that the effective schools literature, and indeed
most of the rhetoric about school improvement, had neglected the most salient issue for both
teachers and students each hour of the school day. The most immediate and persisting issue
for students and teacheis is not low achievement, but student disengagement.

For teachers, the challenge is how to get students to do academic work and to take
it seriously enough to learn; for students the challenge is how to cope with teachers' demands
so as to avoid boredom, to maintain self-respect and, at the same time, to succeed in schooL
As we explain further in several chapters, meaningful learning cannot be delivered to high
school students like pizza to be consumed or videos to be observed. Lasting learning
develops largely through the labor of the student who must be enticed to participate in a
continuous cycle of studying, producing, correcting mistakes and starting over again. Students
cannot be expected to achieve unless they concentrate, work, and invest themselves in the
mastery of school tasks. This is the sense in which student engagement is critical to
educational success; to enhance achievement, one must first learn how to engage students.

The point seems almost too obvious to mention, but too many of us (educators and
parents) have learned the hard way that it cannot be taken for granted. Student
disengagement posed lass of a problem in earlier times when high schools served more select
populations of students, when families offered more cohesive, sustained support for students'
investment in schoolwork, and when youth had fewer opportunities for activities that now
compete with schoolwork. Today, however, the schools' ability to engage students is
constantly tested by increased cultural diversity in the student body, by large proportions of
students who need special forms of care that school staff have not been expected to offer, and
by a host of powerful dishactions that compete for students' time and emotional investment
(for many students these "distractors" involve substantial responsibilities for family care).

The ultimate concern of our work was student achievement, but the first, most
fundamental problem was to learn more about how to engage high school students in
schoolwork. To study how to enhance student engagement, the Center encouraged dive=
perspectives represented in five project& Students at risk present the most visible symptoms
of disengagementnumerous programs have tried to address them, and so one of the projects
studied experiences and effects of alternative programs and policies to assist at-risk students.
Concerned that the high school curriculum usually offers few opportunities for critical
thinking or problem-solving, and hypothesizing that challenging students to use their minds
would enhance engagement, another project studied how to increase higher order thinking
in social studies. A third project developed a model of authentic instructional discourse that
included criteria for the kind of writing, reading, and talking most likely to promote
engagement and achievement. It examined the =tent to which grouping and tracking policies
alect student opportunities for authentic discourse. Recognizing teachers as key players for
students, a project on teacher quality of worklife studied how organizational features of the
school contribute to teachers' engagement and success in teaching. A final project studied
high school mainly from the students' perspectives to learn how engagement and achievement

9
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might be influenced by student experienm in four noninstructional settings; namely, the
family, peer group, extracurricular activity, and part-time work.

The projects investigated different aspects of the engagement and achievement
problemsthrough literature reviews, analyses of existing data sets, and new studies of
students and staff in 32 middle and 62 high whop!: throughout the United States. Because
research on the nature and measurement of student engagement has only just begun, and
because of continuing controversy on what forms of achievement ought to be assessed and
what forms can be assessed within reasonable costs, it was not possible nor even advisable for
all projects to use a common set of indicators of student engagement and achievement.

Before preseating results from each project, we wish to explain why the Center did
not use a common set of tests or other indicators of student achievement across all projects.
The simple reason is that a good set of indicators is not available. In spite of recent interest
in national goals for student achievement, there exists no set of indicators for student
achievement in American high schools that is considered valid by researchers and the public
at large and that also can be used to compare the progress, from high school entry to exit,
of students from different schools and with different educational needs.

Many indicators have been used to measure the accomplishments of students and
schools: attendance (dropout), credits earned, grades, performance on several typo of
testsstandardized achievement t=ts; college admission tests; competency tests constructed
by schools, districts, states, and the national auessment; teacher-made tests for specific
courses. Unfortunately, each of these indicators is deficient on one or more of the following
grounds: failure io indicate what the student actually knows or can do; neglect of important
educational goals such as creativity, interpersonal sensitivity, psychological development, civic
responsibility, or critical thinking; perpetuation of cultural biases that unfairly restrict
educational opportunity; providing information that has little relationship to success beyond
school; and failure to assess the specific curriculum taught within each high school.

Indicators of achievement that avoid these faults cannot be constructed by specialists
in testing and measurement alone. Such a project requires reexamination of the very goals
of schooling that, in a democracy, demands broad participation of educators and the public
at large. The challenge is particularly perplexing in a society that now encounters two
underlying and opposing social forces. On the one hand, we face the homogen* A'ng aspects
of modernizationaccelerating centralization, nationalization, globalization of experience.
These, combined with a commitment to equity, suggest the need to evaluate educational
achievement through common national or even internatiorial standards. On the other hand,
in the Unitk7d States we face the &gad= forces of increased cultural pluralism and
economic pcAarization. These, combined with a long-standing commitment to preserve the
autonomy of local communities to ileteraiint school goals, support the prospect of diverse,
rather than common, educational standards across schools. As a nation, we are only
beginning to address the question of what standards for high school zichievement should be
applied in common and what standards might be unique to different groups of students. To
achieve agreement on this issue and to develop instruments that remedy other problems
mentioned above will require an investment of funds and energy far beyond the resources
previously allocated to the education research centers.

I 0
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Research on high school achievement suffers not only from an inadequate system of
indicators. Even using data from currently available tests, research is inconclusive on the size
of achievement gains from high school entry to exit. Unfortunately, there is almost no
information on student achievement gains attributable to United States' high schools. The
most systematically gathered information from a national sample recorded student
performance only at the end of 10th and 12th grades? The tests included vocabulary,
reading, mathematics, and sciencein multiple-choice format. The average magnitude of
these two-year gains was only 1 to 2 items on tests ranging from 20 to 40 items.

In two years of school, students presumably spend about 2000'hours or the equivalent
of fifty 40-hour weeks on schoolwork.2 Considering the amount of time that students spend
in educational activity, we might conclude from these results that (a) high schools have no
significant impact on achievement; (b) they must have a far greater impact than what is
measured by the tests; or (c) the impact is unclear unless we know more about the items on
which progreu is made. Learning four new words, for example, may be educationally
insignificant, but perhaps learning how to solve just one algebraic equation reflects a major
accomplishment.

Lacking a valid system of achievement indicators, realizing that current tests often
reveal only marginal or inclusive gains attributable to high school education, and believing
that student engagement should be attacked directly as the most salient issue, we, therefore,
avoided Center-wide emphasis on a common set of tests or other indicators of student
success. Instead, projects in the Center were encouraged to develop a variety of indicators
and to learn from existing asseuments used in the schools. This strategy did not permit the
diverse projects within the Center to formally test a comprehensive theory of how specific
school practices and policies improve student achievement through enhancing engagement.
Each project has, however, produced findings that contribute both to the development of
theory and to the improvement of practice on the central problem.3

Individual projects will later report a number of findings. For example, developing
a sense of school membership is critical to student engagement, especially for students at risk.
Some teachers and departments succeed in promoting higher order thinking even with low
achieving students. Parents, peer groups, extracurricular activitia, and part-time work all
have effects on student achievement that could be influenced by schools. Several schools

1This is the High School and Beyond (HSB) project of the National Center on
Education Statistics that tested sophomores and seniors from 1000 high schools in 1980
with succeeding two-year follow-ups. By 1992, a more recent project of the Center, the
National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), will provide data on student
gains over four years in high school. Better longitudinal data may also be available in the
1990s from the National Assessment of Educational Progress.

2Assuzning 180 days (36 weeks) of school per year, 5 hours of classes per day, 3 hours
per week of homework.

3A more detailed report of the Center's research will be available in Newmann
(forthcoming).

1 1
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have developed unique structures tha t promote high degrees of teacher collaboration and
collegiality that, in turn, enhance teacher engagementespecially with low achieving students.
The quality of instructional discourse varies considerably between high and low ability classes
and helps to explain students' achievement, independent of students' ability group location.

We begin, however, with an interpretive summary. This is the Center director's
attempt to integrate findings from separate projects and also to move beyond the findings
toward broader analysis of the challenges ahead. Some of the conclusions confirm previous
knowledge, and some advance itboth by offering new empirical evidence and also by
suggesting ways of conceptualizing the critical issues. In this interpretation, the Centel's
conclusions are organized into five topics: student engagement, school culture,
curriculum/instruction, organizational structures, and change processes.

Student Engagement

Based on insights from psychology, sociology, and studies of schooling, we developed
a theory of student engagement. It assumes that all people have an underlying need to
develop competence and that the challenge of formal schooling is to channel this need toward
the development of academie knowledge and skills that migbt not otherwise be pursued. To
enhance engagement in academic work, it is necessary to strive for particular qualities both
iu the social setting in which the work is conducted and in the nature of the tasks that
students are asked to complete. These foundations are summarized in Figure 1. Each of
them is explained in more detail in Newmann (forthcoming).

Projects of the Center studied different aspects 01 student engagement, and their
findings are integrated into the interpretive summary that follows.

School Culture

High school students' engagement and achievement are affected profoundly by
experiences and messages that cannot be identified simply by listing what is prescribed in the
formal curriculum, what students do in their classes, and what is tested. Instead, the effects
of school activities are best understood as cultural phenomena; that is, as outcomes that
evolve through complex webs of institutionally sanctioned meanings, values, and incentives
or disincentives for particular kinds of behavior. Almost all educators would agree with this,
but debate continues on which parts of school culture have the most impact on engagement
and achievement and which can be most easily improved through deliberate action by school
professionals, policymakers, or parents.

The most salient quality from the students' point of view is sense of scliool
membership. Achieving this cultural quality requires that schools communicate clear,
noncontradictory purposes as the goals of education; that they treat students fairly; that they
offer reliable personal support to help students undertake the hard and risky work of school;
that they communicate high expectations and feel accountable for the success of all students;
and that these responsibilities be discharged through a climate of care that show: respect for
all, regardless of the level of performance one dnmonstrates.

2



STUDENT ENGAGEMENT IN
ACADEMIC WORK

SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP

Clarity of Purpose
Fairness
Personal Support
Success
Caring

AUTHENTIC WORK

Extrinsic Rewards
Intrinsic Interests
Sense of Ownership
Connection to "Real World"
Fun

NEED FOR COMPETENCE

Figure 1.

Factors That influence Student Engagement in Academic Work

1 3
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Each of these dimensions of membership may call for atteation to separate norms,
behaviors, policies, and practices, but it is important not to lose sight of the underlying
principle of jnclusioa as the basis of membership. This means listening to students, trying to
comprehend their own meanings, and responding in ways that incorporate their perspectives,
concerns, and interestsmany of which originate from and concentrate on experiences beyond
the formal tasks of classroom instruction.

The membership principle has multiple implications for school practice. These could
include curriculum revision to study cultural groups previously omitted from history courses;
having teachers cc kler how to elicit ideas from students that might help the teachers to
understand a work of literature; teaching teachers how to give students rigorous criticism that
also maximizes students' sense of competence and succen; establishing mentor or advisory
programs that assure each student long-term support from adult teams or a single adult;
sponsoring recognition programs that honor a variety of student accomplishments; building
systems of governance that give students more meaningful voice in matters of policy and rule
enforcemen'., and developing alternatives to ability grouping to enhance membership for low

achieving students.

Since school culture is profoundly affected by students' lives in the surrounding
community, building a culture of inclusion also requires initiatives to affect students'
noninstructional experiences. Attempts to engage students will require the cooperation of
parents, employers, other influential adults and agencies. These would include programs to
increase parents' sense of membership by encouraging their involvement in school activities
and by assisting them with parenting styles that support student engagement; policies to
increase participation of marginal student groups ("outcasts,* "druggies,* *loners") in
extracurricular activities and programs to help athletic activities reinforce norms for academic
achievement; counseling and support groups to help students resist peer pressure destructive
to academic engagement and to help them change crowd membership; rules, incentives, and
advising to put reasonable limits on the time students spend in part-time work and partying
so they can give more attention *o school. Schools and communities ha-ie a long way to go
in joining forces to establish a sense of meaningful membership for thwe on the margins of
the U.S. mainstream.

We emphasize a culture of student inclusion not to diminish the authority of
educators, but to highlight the point that educators are more likely to boost engagement and
achievement if they use their authority in ways that respond more sensitively to students.
Further implications of this will be discussed under curriculum and instruction.

It is not enough to examine school culture from the students' point ofview. Since
teachers are the most important people in schools for boosting student engagement and
achievement, a critical task for school culture is to nurture teachers' commitment and
competence to teach all students. Syntheses of research attest to the benefits of a communal
culture for both students and teachers (Bryk & Driscoll, 1988; Bryk, Lee, & Smith, in press).
Consistent with and extending this finding, our empirical studies found that successful schools
were characterized by several aspects of faculty culture: strong faculty consensus on the
school's mission with high expectations for all students; collegial help focused on professional
issues; respect and caring for students; demands among teachers for active problem-solving,
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experimentation, and entrepreneurship to develop new programs; and peer pressure among
teachers to work hard for students and the schaoL Thus, just as a culture of school
membership builds student engagement, so does a culture of communal professioualism
nurture the will and skill of teachers to teach effectively.

How can the norms of student membership and communal professionalism be
developed in high schools? Conclusions on organizational structures and the process of
change described below offer some guidelines, but first let us consider how the core of
schoolingwhat is taughtand how it is taught affects student engagement and achievement.

Curriculum and Instruction

Rather than specifying content and methods appropriate for specific subjects of study,
the Center's research searched for principles for the design of curriculum and instruction that
would presumably increase student engagement and achievement in all subjects. To maximize
the power of this inquiry we examined qualities of work both in and out of school that tend
to generate human interest and investment in doing one's best. In elaborating a conception
of student engagement (Figure 1), we explained the importance of designing instructional
tasks that provide, to the extent possible, extrinsic rewards, intrinsic interest, sense of
ownership, connection to the *real world,* and fun.

These criteria embrace a variety of other recommendations for the reform of
curriculum and instruction. For example, recommendations to involve students as active
interpreters who construct knowledge and reason about the meaning of information, rather
than simply as reproducers of knowledge fragments, are equivalent to emphasis on higher
order thinking. Interpretive tasks give students more ownership over the content. Studying
topics in depth offers the opportunity to see relationships and is, therefore, likely to be
intrinsically more interesting than racing through expository material to cover a wide variety
of topics. Our studies indicated that students were. more engaged when they were expezted
to be active interpreters of knowledge, rather than passive listeners, and when they were
involved in in-depth study rather than superficial coverage of information.

Unfortunately, this kind of instruction rarely occurs. In a study of ninth-grade
literature instruction, less than a third of the teachers' questions built on what students had
to say, and less than a quarter of a minute per dais was devoted to discussion that involved
free exchange of information lasting longer than 30 seconds. In a study of social studies,
grades 9-12, less than a quarter of the lessons clearly emphasized depth; less than a third
showed students giving reasons and explanations; and in only 15 per cent of the lessons did
teachers carefully consider the reasons and explanations that students gave. This was
particularly disturbing, because our synthesis of research on adolescents' ability to engage in
critical thinking (Keating, 1988) refuted the common perception that adolescents are
incapable of complex, abstract thought. The research review, plus the many instances we
observed where students of all socioeconomic groups meig being challenged to think,
convinces us that expectations for high school students using their minds are far too low.

We found that well-intentioned efforts to build a culture of school membership could
lead to unanticipated negative results for curriculum. In their effort to reach out to low-
achieving students and to incorporate stulent interests in the curriculum, many teachers have

1 5
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virtually abandoned the teaching of complex content in the main subjects of mathematics,
science, English, and social studies. To feel included, students need support, success, caring,
and incorporation of their ideas into academic study. But students' prior experiences and
viewpoints must not be confused with the new experiences with formal knowledge that
educatott are obligated to provide. The point is not to substitute student personal experience
for disciplined knowledge as the basis of curriculum, but to show how disciplined knowledge
can empower students by expanding and by offering new tools with which to interpret
personal experience.

It is possible that we have arrived at a critical moment in thinking about curriculum
and instruction. On the one hand, we have learned from research on student cognition and
student engagement that students' perspectives must be taken more F:tiously in the design
of curriculum and the practice of teaching. This suggests a student-centered approach. We
have also learned that students are more capable of complex thought than previously
assumed, but that they are rarely challenged to understand academic content in depth. So,
on the other hand, we find many voices urging curriculum reform in the direction of *hard
content.* These raised expectations for student understanding of disciplined knowledge
suggest the need for more rigoiaus, subject-centered standards.

The stadent-cernered and hard content perspectives are not necessarily incompatible
and, therefore, do not require making a choice of one over the other. The importance of
distinguishing between them is to note that the implementation of ;Ash perspective requires
teacher commitment to and belief in conceptions of education that go beyond transmission
of fragments of information. But what Ars the new conceptions of curriculum and teaching
that incorporate students' prior knowledge and ways of thinking while at the same time
pressing for mastery of complex academic content? Helping teachers to rerme their
conceptions of education and learning requires more than injunctions to restructure schooling
and to rethink curriculum.

If students are to gain deep understanding of complex ribjects, what are the
alternatives to instruction through expository texts, teacher lectures, and the recitations
typically demanded in worksheets and class discussions? To show the promise of student-
centered approaches to the teaching of hard content, it will be necessary to develop new
substantive rationales for particular high school subjects. These will need to wean both
professionals and the public at large from their longstanding dependence on the paradigm of
education as knowledge transmission.

New visions will be needed of both content and process to show how teachers, student
peers, instructional materials, and advanced computer programs can create conversations that
promote understanding of academic content in ways that enrich students' meaning systems.
We have found numerous examples of teachers and students engaged in interesting, hands-on
science projects; students working cooperatively to solve applied mathematics problems;
intense debates in which students analyze historical episodes to clarify their reasoning on
persisting public issues; creative writing that uses liteeature to illuminate a personal
experience. These provide glimpses of an alternative curriculum modeL

But the isnlated examples have not yet been synthesized into total school programs.
Only a few teachers, students, and parents have experienced them. Educational literature
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describes them briefly but has not shown in compelling detail how such conversation, over a
sustained period of time, actually provides students with the information, the intellectual skills,
and the dispositions they need to understand and to use insights from the major subjects of
mathematks, science, history, or literature. In short, this emergent vision of educatiort has
not been developed in enough detail nor has it been experienced even occasionally by enough
people to compete with traditional forms and to inspire the reconstruction of curriculum and
instruction.

Years ago progressive educational philosophy offered a foundation for the
development of an alternative model of education. Since then, however, academic
discussions, revisions of instructional materials, and case studies of successful teachers have
not taken progressive principles far enough to map the kind of content appropriate for
education in a modern multicultural society with vast disparitiea in the social capital its
students bring to school. A number of projects are beginning to work on this problem (e.g.,
the Coalition of Essentia( Schools, the Paideia Project, Project 2061), but none has produced
replicable models of clamoom discourse clear and strong enough to replace the coverage
principle, Pxpository text, teacher lecture, and student reproduction of transmitted knowledge
as currency of curriculum and instruction. Although we lack blueprints for alternative
curricula, the knowledge we have gained about school culture and membership, along with
emerging conceptions of curriculum, indicate the need for new organizational structures in
secondary education as well.

Organizational Structure

Our examination of organizational structure focused mainly on the lives of students
and teachers within individual schools, and less on the schools' relationships to external bodies
such as districts, states, or national reform initiatives mounted by different organizations. Our
studies of school-level organization hive, however, also led to conclusions about external
structures that will be discussed in the section on change processes. Our theory of student
engagement as well as empirical results suggest the need for considerable change in the
common organizational structure of comprehensive high schools. At the same time, both the
theory and empirical findings indicate that organizational changes alone offer no guarantees
of enhanced student engagement and achievement. We first consider the kinds of changes
suggested and then some findings that show that organizational changes alone offer no
panacea.

What new structures? The criteria of scitool membership for students suggest the
need for organizational changes such as more focused instructional missions for the school,
formal channels for student input into rule-making and enforcement, learning communities
within schools that provide more sustained contact with staff who function in advisory as well
as instructional roles, and minimizing the stratification of students into ability groups.

We found, for example, that students at risk benefit particularly from programs based
on a "family* model in which a small group of teachers (about 4) take collective responsibility
for planning and delivering education in the rain subjects to a group of students (about 100)
that stays together for at least a two-year period. The family model has great potential for
developing stronger bonds of student trust, higher teacher expectations of students, teacher
accountability for student achievement (through collegial observation of practice and more
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sustained personal contact with students and parents). It also can offer teachers much of
technical assistance and emotional support required for success with students so difficult to
engage in conventional forms of schooling.

Criteria for authentic schoolwork suggest the desirability of smaller class size and
smaller teacher load; more flexibility in the scheduling of instruction to allow for both much
shorter and much longer inatructional periods than the typical 50 minutes; formal and
informal procedures for increasing student influence over the planning, execution, and
evaluation of school work; easier access to learning resources beyond the school (e.g., through
use of telephones and community-based learning experiences); reduced time in large group
instruction and increased time in small group and individual study; new arrangements and
incentives that facilitate the display of student work to the public at large and feedback on
its quality from audiences other than a single teacher (e.g., peers, the public, and outside
authorities). We saw examples in which each of these organizational innovations, in concert
with other important factors (especially improved curriculum and teaching), was associated
with high levels of student engagement and achievement.

Criteria for a culture of collegial professionalism beckon for such organizational
changes as teachers working in teams; increased common time for faculty planning and
evaluation of curriculum and instruction; school-wide faculty committees to influence decisions
on curriculum, staff development, and other aspects of school policy such as hiring and
budget; incentives that reward teachers for experimentation and program development.
Consistent with other literature, we found schools in which such organizational features
contributed to teachers' high level of commitment and technical competence. But, as we
discuss next, none of these structures alone produces the kind of collegial professionalism
required to boost student engagement and achievement.

Limitations of new structure& Changes in organizational structure are unlikely to
enhance student engagement and achievement unlen structural changes are deliberately
linked to efforts to improve the substance of educational missions, cultural norms, curriculum,
and teaching. Students working with faculty tutors or in small groups, for example, can be
exposed to either boring or exciting materiaL Our synthesis of research en class size
(Bennett, 1987) confirmed previous work that indicated that, unless dramatic reductions are
made (e.g., from about 25 to 10) and are also accompanied by changes in teaching, changes
in class size overall will have little effect on achievement as conventionally tested. Our study
of social studies departments indicated that restructuring assisted in the promotion of higher
order thinking, but that the more intense programmatic emphasis we found in select
conventional schools allowed these schools to perform better than restructured ones. Our
study of teachers' worklives in restructured schools concluded that collegial professional
culture depended as much as or more on the quality of leadership than on the presence of
new organizational strLztures.

Our research on ability grouping provides a further illustration of the indeterminate
effects of specific structures (Gamoran & Nystrand, forthcoming; Slavin, 1990). There seems
to be consensus that, overall, the use of homogeneous ability grouping in high school does
not raise average achievement levels in the student population. The main issue is whether
high-achieving students gain and low-achieving students lose as a result of homogeneous
grouping, and, if so, what are the instructional processes that account for this. At this point
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we conclude (with Oakes, 1985) that the instructional quality of low ability classes tends to
be inferior to that of high ability classes and that students tracked into several low ability
classes throughout high school encounter a cumulative regimen of fewer academic courses and
less academic content, leading to reduced levels of engagement and achievement. This
suggests either that major efforts must be devoted to improving instruction in low ability
classes, or that these should be replaced with heterogeneously grouped classes. On the other
hand, we recognize the difficulties teachers face with heterogeneous classes, particularly the
problem of providing sufficient challenge to high-achieving students in these classes.

All of this indicates the need for reconsidering the way students are grouped to
reduce the problems of large group instruction and to rely instead more on small, cooperative
learning groups and individual study. New grouping patterns might avoid some of the
problems of whole class ability grouping, but the new patterns alone offer no guarantee for
at once raising the achievement level of students and reducing the disparity between the most
and least successful students.

Changes in organizational structure offer much potential, and in some cases seem
logically necessary, for boosting student engagement and achievement. They will be
insufficient unless accompanied by substantive changes in educational vision. Yet new
structures can themselves help to stimulate changes in educational vision. We have seen, for
example, that frequent scheduling of small classes devoted to discussion, or scheduling
instructional periods that last two hours, has led teachers to re-examine their assumptions
about the main educational mission and how to achieve it with today's students. Ultimately,
we should not rely on changes in organizational structure to shape educational vision, but vice
versa. Ideally, we would want to form structures to serve more powerful conceptions of
education.

Change Processes

How can high schools be changed to realize those aspects of school culture,
curriculum, and organizational structure that boost student engagement and achievement?
Our theoretical and empirical research did not concentrate on the process of changing high
schools, but our studies of higher order thinking, programs for stmlents at risk, and the quality
of teachers' worklife familiarized rs with diverse change efforts in more than 40 high schools.
For the most part these innovations were initiated and sustained primarily within single
schools, but we also observed efforts by districts to mandate and support school change across
several schools at once. Research in these schools, along with the broader literature on
school change, lead us to conclusions on the importance of a school's specific social context,
the nature of effective leadership within schools, the role of change agents external to the
school, and critical issues in planning for systemic change.

Socjal context. High schools are complex environments that pose enormous obstacles
to fundamental change. There are common obstacles across schools, but the social context
of each school exerts a powerful impact on how these can be attacked. Three aspects of the
social context of comprehensive public high schools in the United States make change
particularly problematic.
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First is diversity. Schools serve student constituencies with widely diverse needs and
expectations, and there is profound disagreement among education professionals and the
public at large on the essential goals of education. The plurality of needs and goals arises
from major differences in students' economic resources a 2d in their ethnic and cultural
backgrounds, from longstanding and unresolved philosophif; argument over the proper ends
of socialization and education of children, and from the iccieased demands for knowledge and
skills in a technologically advanced, multicultural, dr,mocratic society. The diversity leads to
a complex agenda of multiple goals for all children and for separate programs for particular
constituencia. Such a context makes it difficult to develop and implement common solutions
to problems in school culture, curriculum, and organization.

Second is satisfaction. In spite of evidence that millions of adolescents am poorly
served by secondary schools, that thousands of teachers are burned out, and the politicians
and corporate leaders are dissatisfied with high school performance, most imdents, teac'aers,
and parents continue to believe their schools are working reasonably well. When most of the
people touched by the nation's 20,000 high schools feel reasonably well lierved, it is hard to
muster commitment for fundamental change either within individuals or for the system at
large.

Third is systemic interdependence. Even school staff who would like to change their
schools in major ways face a host of obstacles thrown up by different parts of the complex
social system. District, state, and federal jurisdictions impose regulations on schools and
subject them to vagaries of leadership. Schools' dependency on colleges and universities and
on the economic and regulatory structures of the teaching profermion limits the quality of
teachers they can hire. Relying on a centralized, market-oriented publishing industry for
instructional materials restricts the availability of engaging texts. The quality of students'
education prior to high schonl and the entrance requirements to higher education also
influence the nature of high school instructior Fmally, the system of social support for
children offered by families, private social networks, and community agencies magnifies the
range of problems schools face in engaging students.

Efforts to change what happens in a single classroom (e.g., increasing teacher
questions that build on students' knowledge), to spread a single innovation to several classes
(e.g., cooperative learning), or to fundamentally change a school's organizational structure
(e.g., ending ability grouping) must face the many ways in which the problems of diversity,
satisfaction, and systemic interdependence manifest themselves within the special historical
and social context of the school.

Leadership within the school. As we observed chinges in school culture, curriculum,
and organization, we found, as have others, that leadership withir the school seemed critical
in both the initiation and the maintenance of innovation. Consistent with our synthesis of
research on this topic (Peterson, 1989), significant leadership emerged not only from the
school principal. In many cases department chairs and teachers took the most visible
initiatives to establish a sense of mission, to develop new curriculum, programs, and school
policy. Often principals acted largely as facilitators and supporters to these other leaders.
Since effective school change may depend on leadership from many sources withilA the school
beyond the principal, a major function of effective administrative leadership is to nurture it
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in othersa point recognized in the literature, but not prominently emphasized in common
images of the effective high schovl principal

Effective leaders operated with a variety of styles, but all seemed to strike a delicate
balance between directive decisions and guidance, on the one hand, and the
support/empowerment of staff on the other. These leaders (principals, department chain, and
teachers) helped to establistt visions, to argue for some priorities over others, to become
highly involved in progran details and in the daily lives of students and teachers. But they
also delegated considerable authority, provided financial and moral support, buffered staff
from hostile forces, and stayed out of the way when teachers exercised constructive initiative.

These qualities of leadership, exercised with sensitivity to the school's social context,
suggest an evolutionary notion of school change (Louis & Mlles, 1990). According to this
notion, productive school change does not proceed on a tight linear path from a eetailed plan
to hnplementation to evaluation of success in terms of original intentions. Instead, while
strong leaders may have certain direztiom clearly in mind, specific objectives and approaches
to implementation evolve in a less predictoble fashion as participants respond to unexpectcd
challenges in the school's social context. Accepting an evolutionary concept of change has
significant implications for the way leadets behave and the ways that school participants react
to explicit school change efforts. This nation suggests, for 4-fample, that the precise
consequences of proposed changes r I never be fully anticipated, that ceteria for evaluation
for success or failure may the= zed to be modified in the process, and that changes
originally intended are never implemented in a stable, final form. School change itself is
considered an endless dialectic rather than a journey th:th a beginning and an end.

Change agents external to the schoc4. The sptemic interdependence of individual
schools described earlier portrayed an almost endless maze of obstacles. But different parts
of the system might also be viewed more positively as a set of potential resources to help
schools increase student e tgagement and achievemer:t National discusaiohs o school rnform
usually assume, for examp..e, that school districts, states, universities, and pablishe:s could and
ought to be helpful in stimulating school improvement. Other agents external to the school
also try to play constructive roles, such as teacher unions, other professional organizations,
foundations, businesses, federally sponsored research centers and educational laboratories, and
reform-oriented projects and consortia supported by these sources (e.g., the Coalition of
Essential Schools, Project 2061, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Goodlad's
Center for Educational Renewal). External change agents represent iiivfxse goals and
strategies. They wield varying degrees of influence over what actually happens with students
in high schools. Our research has not systematically studied how each type of external change
agent has been alternatively helpful, harmful, or had no discernible effects.

The most successful change efforts we saw in individual high schools did rely in some
way on stimulation, ideas, and support from people, projects, or agencies beyond the school.
Like Louis and Miles (1990) we found that the most successful of these were sought out by
the school or poovided assistance tailored to the school's situation. We are even further
convinced of the need for outside stimulation and support to fulfill the kinds of changes
suggested in our conceptions of school membership and authentic work. Ult;.mately the staff
in individual scnools must own their innovations, but current structures within schools that
prescribe teachers' and students' work and 9,at influence professional develc pment are unable
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by themselves to stimulate and sustain significant change in school culture, curriculum, or
organization. Just as schools depend on external agents to maintain the status quo, so also

do schools need pressure and support from external agencies to change.

We have not, however, discovered a productive way of harnessing and linking the

resources that many external agents might use to support individual school change.
Consistent with other literature (e.g., David, Purkey, & White, 1989), we found that local
districts can help to stimulate significant school-level change. But more often we found either
that the great bulk of district and state policy was usually irrelevant to school-level efforts to
enhance student engagement and achievement or that top-down mandates and regulations

undermined school efforts.

Much work needs to be done to devise approaches that miudmize benefits and
minimize losses from the work of external change agents. It will be important to maintain a
balance between putting rather direct, explicit preuure on schools to change in some specific
directions while at the same time offering the kind of support and autonomy that will
empower them to chart their own courses. We have seen examples of district-initiated
reforms that fail to take root in schools or in teachers' minds, because people at the school
had insufficient opportunity to re-examine their work and to reach their own conclusions
about the need for and the most appropriate strategies toward improvement. While some
articulation of higher standards is necessary, top-down imposition of new curricula, new
assessment procedures, or new organizational forms alone are likely to exacerbate the
difficulties that teachers have engaging students. Striking a proper balance between
institutional pressure and support from external change agents is analogous to the balance
between directive guidance and support/empowerment that we observed in effective leaders

within schools.

Systemic change. Our comments on social context, leadership, and external change

agents have thus far been addressed to the problem of changing an individual high schoolthe
major concern of participants within a school. The challenge of systemic change is to change

many (or all) schools simultaneously within a district, a state, or the nationa major concern
of administrators and policymakers. A variety of initiatives have been proposed to stimulate
systemic change. They include new systems of district and state assessment to hold schools

more accountable for student outcomes; new curriculum standards (for teachers, schools, and
publishers of instructional materials) that emphasize thinking and in-depth study over basic

skills and survey coverage; reform of preservice training and of staff development of teachers
and administrators; new career and reward structures for teachers and administrators; new

systems of governance that give more authority to parents and teachers to run schools;
schools programmed to serve more specialized missions than the common comprehensive high
school; and increased school choice for students and parents. We have not carefully studied
all these proposals, but our observations of individual high schools dealing with the pressures
and frustrations of change suggest implications for the pursuit of systemic remedies.

Each of the above remedies appears reasonable at first glance and offers the potaitial
for improving school culture, curriculum, and organization consistent with our conceptions
of school membership and authentic work. But we can also imagine ways in which each of
the above remedies could undermine the forms of engagement and achievement we envision.

High-stakes testing by districts or states could continue to sanctify inauthentic reproduction
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of fragmented knowledge. School-based management could remain preoccupied with
personnel and budget issues and neglect important matters of school culture, curriculum and
instruction. Specialized magnet schools and systems of choice can lead to deteriorating
conditions for students who remain in conventional neighborhood schools (Moore &
Davenport, 1989). Realizing that systemic remedies can conceivably work either for or
against the forms of student engagement and achievement we may wish to promote, it is
important to monitor their implementation with particular criteria in mind.

The five criteria discussed below may seem to present a host of new problems for
school improvement, but the questions they raise grow out of advances in research on student
engagement and achievement in American high schools. Our concluding concerns build on
the findings of the National Center on Effective Secondary Schools to form a new agenda for
five years of research in the Center on Organization and Restructuring of Schools.

Two important criteria have been emphasized in our conception of student
engagement: the need to build in each school a sense of membership or a community of
learning for students and staff alike, and the need to reconceptualize academic work itself
into more authentic forms of human accomplishment. Unless proposals for systemic change
are crafted to maximize these ideas, advances in student engagement and achievement will
be minimal at best. Previous attempts at systemic school improvement suggest the need for
three other criteria as well, which we present below as equity, constructive forms of
empowerment, and change through reflective dialogue.

The "effective schools" movement began as an effort to narrow the achievement gap
between low-income minority children and the more affluent middle class. National test
results indicate that considerable progress has been made in narrowing the achievement gap
in basic skills between minority and white students. These average results, however, obscure
the fact that, in thousands of high schools, enormous disparities remain between students at
risk due to low income, limited English proficiency, or lack of family support and those whose
advantaged positions in the social-economic mainstream bring them much higher levels of
school success. Disparities abound between these two groups both in the quality of
instruction offered and in achievement levels. We found several secondary schools committed
to enhancing equity among student groups, but in none of these schools could we point to
systemic policies at the district or state level as major contributors to the school's success.
The equity issue leaves much unfinished business that systemic remedies must be pressed to
address.

School-based ownership of innovation by participants closest to students and
classrooms is widely endorsed. On the other hand, an ever increasing appetite among
policymakers for systemic remedies generates heightened tension between top-down and
bottom-up reform. Involving parents, teachers, and administrators in shared decision-making
at the school site, while at the same time imposing high stakes accountability to district, state,
or national s tandards, will require new thinking about the most productive forms of
empowerment. How can delegation of authority to decentralized grourit be shaped to achieve
a useful, reasonably efficient, and fair balance among the multiple interests within a school
community? What arenas of decision-making can remain meaningful in the face of more
intrusive demands for accountability from centralized sources? In short, proposed systemic
remedies should themselves be held accountable to anticipate the specific ways in which they
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support and diminish opportunities for ownership among the diverse groups whom schooling
is intended to serve.

The empowerment issue just described may suggest an entirely new approach to
systemic change. The familiar policy approach relies on top-down standards that schools must
meet to stay in operation. But the many drawbacks of blunt policy instruments such as
mandates, rules, tests, or financial incentives and penalties have 4..en seen all too often.
More recent thinking urges district and state bureaucracies to transform themselves from
regulating agencies into those that instead offer services and support, based on needs of the
schools. But who sets and enforces the purposes for which systemic support is offered? A
middle ground between these positions recommends that change might be pursued more
effectively through thoughtful dialogue between people at the school site and those with
systemic responsibilities. In this role, the education bureaucracq functions primarily neither
as a regulator nor as a service provider. It takes on aspects of each, but its major mission is
to establish a constructive dialogue that, through a continuing dialectic, balances needs of
local schools and those of systemic reform.

At this point, ideas about how to stimulate systemic change through reflective dialogue
rather than coercive mandates are only beginning to emerge, but the new, less adversarial,
character of negotiations between some unions and manapment indicates promising
possibilities. What is clear is that old models of systemic change in education are inadequate.
Proposals for systemic change would do well to cultivate the process of reflective dialogue.
Having discovered that students learn to understand only through complex cognitive processes
of assimilation and restructuring, district, state, and professional organizations should help
teachers and schools to change through a similar process.

Most American high schools still have a long way to go to substantially improve the
engagement and achievement of their students. In the future, as increased proportions of
students arrive at the school door unlikely to benefit from conventional forms of schooling,
these challenges will become ever more difficult The good news is that in some places it can
be done. Although most of the variation in students school success remains Align rather
than between schools, we did find schools and programs that distinguished themselves in the
promotion of higher order thinking, in developing effective programs for students at risk, and
in maintaining high levels of teacher engagement with large proportions of economically
disadvantaged students. These schools achieved success not primarily as a result of systemic
policy pressure from external sources, but through a process of reflective dialogue within the
school that, in some cases, benefitted substantially from the stimulation and support of
external change agents. Whether these schools were accidental heroes or whether the lessons
of their success can be generalized and harnessed toward more systemic improvement remains
to be seen.
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PROJECT 1. CLEARINGHOUSE ON ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Principal Inresdgators Fred M. Newmann
Project Staff: Susan Bennett, Lorene Folgert,

Madge Klais, Anne Turnbaugh Lockwood, Judith Thompson

The main functions of the Clearinghouse were to produce an updated bibliography
on research in secondary education, to commission research syntheses on selected topics, and
to conduct literature searches on request. Information on the quantity and distribution of the
bibliographies and syntheses is given in the Section on Dissemination. Here we concentrate
on substantive contributions of the research syntheses. Syntheses were produced on the
following topics (specific citations for each are listed in Appendix A): ability grouping,
adolescent critical thinking, class size, community service, cooperative learning, high schools
as communal organizations, instructional leadership, learning styles, magnet high schools,
noninstructional influences on achievement, staff development, and stratification of learning
opportunities.

Selected findings from these studies are sumniarized below.

1. Conventional wisdom holds that most adolescents are incapable of higher order
thinking, because they have not attained sufficient levels of cognitive
development. Keating's (1988) review of the research showed that this conclusion
is not justified. The ability to engage in critical thinking in academic subjects may
be limited by students' prior rxperience, but not by biological constraints.

2. Cooperative learning activity and research has concentrated mostly in elementary
schools. Only a small number of studies of the effects of cooperative learning on
student achievement in secondary schools have been completed. Consistent with
findings at the elementary level, Newmann and Thompson (1988) found that, in
68% of the secondary level comparisons, the results of cooperative learning
groups exceeded those of control groups on conventional achievement tests.
Some types of cooperative learning activities were more successful than others.

3. A high sense of community within high schools brings benefits for teachers and
students alike. Using a national data base of several hundred high schools, Bryk
and Driscoll (1988) established a communal index of school organization. Over
20 variables were used to indicate the extent to which students and staff had a
shared system of values, participated in a common agenda of activities, and
emphasized caring through collegial relations among faculty and extended roles
between faculty and students. In communal schools, teachers had higher morale
and less absenteeism. Student dropout rates were lower, their interest in learning
higher, and gains in mathematics achievement higher.

4. Instructional leadership within the high school comes not just from 9rincipals, but
from other administrators, department chain, and teachers as well (Peterson,
1989). Good leaders pay attention both to the technical aspects of instruction and
to the culturik side of school by supporting certain values and beliefs among
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teachers. Principals can be most effective by working for clarity of purpose and
a shared sense of the school's instructional mission.

5. Students and staff consistently endorse the value of community service for
adolescents, and recent recommendations have urged that it become part of the
high school program. According to Conrad and Hedin (1989) research on the
effects of service experience is somewhat incomplete, but consistent findings from
quantitative studia indicate a heightened sense of personal and social
responsibility, enhanced self-esteem, and increased moral and cognitive
sophistication. However, it is estimated that less than a third of U.S. high schools
offer such programs and las than 10% of the students participate.

6. Ability grouping and tracking continue to be controversial issues. According to
Gamoran and Berends (1987), qualitative studies show that high track students
receive higher quality instruction; and survey studies indicate that, as a result of
tracking, high track students gain more in achievement than low track students.
Slavin (1990) concluded, however, that the net effect of rigorous experimental
studies is that homogeneous ability grouping offers no advantage for
anyonewhether high achievers, average achievers, or low achievers. Differences
in these findings can be explained in part by differing research methodologies.

7. The research base on important issues in secondary education remains weak in
many areas. For example, Blank (1989) found it difficult to draw conclusions
about the effects of high school magnets, largely because existing studies do not
control for the selection effects of magnet schools. Curry's (1990) synthesis of
research on learning styles emphasized problems of definition, weaknesses in the
reliability and validity of measurements, and the lack of adequate studies on the
effects of using learning styles in instruction.
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PROJECT 2. NONINSTRUCTIONAL INFLUENCLS ON ADOLESCENT
ENGAGEMENT AND ACHIEVEMENT

Principal Investigators: B. B.adford Brown and Laurence Steinberg
Project Coordinator: Susie D. I.amborn

Project Stall: Karen Bogenschneider, Michelle Christiansen, Mary Cider,
Bih-Hui Huang, Nancy Kaczmarek, Diane Kohrs, Elizabeth Kraemer,

Cary Lazarro, Margaret Mory, Nina Mounts, Mark Philipp, Joy Wiggert

Main Questions

In a spate of studies conducted during the 1970s and 198G researchers raised
concerns over the limited knowledge base and low levels of academic motivation that
characterized a sizeable number of American high school students. Most recommendations
for dealing with these problems focused on the 'Instructional" domain of the school:
curriculum content, teaching methods, course work or credit requirements, ability grouping,
teacher-student ratios, and so on. As important u these factors are to student engagement
and achievement, it is obvious to even the most casual observer of high schools that students'
interests and efforts in school work are affected by "noninstructiunal" factors as well. For
example, a student whose parents demand that working on the family farm or caring for
siblings take precedence over homework and school attendance cannot be expected to do as
well as a student whose parents regularly attend school functions and set firm expectations
that the student get high grades.

Our study focused on four areas of noninstructional influences on high school
students' engagement and achievement patterns: family (especially parents), peers (especially
peer group, or "crowd" affiliations), part-time employment, and school-sponsored
extracurricular activities. Our interest was to move beyond basic studies of "structural"
features in each area that affected student achievement: whether students came from intact
or single-parent families, whether students were involved in extracurricular activities or not,
and so on. Instead, our intent was to focus on =am of influence in each area: how
different parenting strategies affected engarment and achievement, whether extracurricular
participants were affected by the degree to which coaches or advisors emphasized academic
achievement, and so on. In other words, our main interest was in identifying the specific
processes in each area by which students' academic engagement and school performance are
increased or diminished. A second interest was in exploring how influences interact across
areas to affect high school students. Should these four noninstruaional areas be tegarded
as independent, compet!ng, or complementary SOW= of influence on student engagement
and achievement?

Our intent was to identify ways in which school personnel could emphasize the
positive influences and offset the negative influences that were observed in each
noninstructional area. In other words, we wished to identify "school-site levers" by which
students could be "pulled" into more academically oriented family and peer environments or
directed into actracurricular and part-time emp!oyment contexts that would enhance their
engagement in school. This interest was central to our choice of noninstructional areas to
study. School staff organize and direct extracurricular activities; they oversee student
participation in part-time employment and peer relationships; and they have opportunities to
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involve parents in school and educate them about effective parenting strategies. Thus, to a
surprising extent, schools are able to direct the academic influences that students encounter
in each of the noninstructional areas that we studied.

Methodology

To address these issues we developed a self-report survey questionnaire that was
administered in two parts (one in 'the fall and one in the spring) to all students present on
the day of testing in three Wisconsin high schools and six in the San Francisco Bay area.
Although all were four-year public high schools, they varied substantially in size (from 400 to
2500 students), location (rural, suburban, inner-city), and the ethnic and socioeconomic
composition of the student body. Approximately 8,000 of the 12,000 students enrolled in
these schools successfully completed both portions of the questionnaire. Refusal rates were
very low (under 5 percent) in all schools, but sample attrition (between fall and spring
portions of the questionnaire) was disproportionately high among black and Hispanic students
and among those with records of low academic achievement.

In all three Wisconsin schools and three of the California schools the questionnaire
data were supplemented by interviews with a selected portion of students and parents. The
interview data provided more detailed information on family and parental influences and on
respondents' location in the school's peer group system.

To allow us to examine age changes as well as age differences in patterns of
noninstructional influences we repeated administration of the questionnaires a second and
third year in each school Graduating seniors were not followed past high school, but each
year the entering (freshman) class and all other new students were added to the study.

The design and administration of these research instruments was a collaborative effort
between our research staff and colleagues at Stanford University who, under the direction of
Drs. Sanford Dornbusch and Herbert Leiderman, were conducting a similar investigation of
ethnic differences in parental influences on high school student achievement.

We are still in the process of cleaning data from the second and third years of the
study and merging them with the first-year data. Thus, the findings presented in this report
are based on questionnaire and interview data collected during the first year of the study.

Although we did not attempt to construct a nationally representative sample of high
school students, findings indicated that our sample compared quite favorably with previous
studies that used similar variables, including national samples. For example, the average GPA
in our sample was 2.75; students reported lower grades in math and science than English and
social studies. They also indicated they spent about 45 minutes per week on homework in
each major subjector 4 to 5 hours per week all told. These figures are not significantly
different from findings of nationally based studies (Thomas, 1990). The sample also was
comparable to previous study samples in the proportion involved in extracurricular activities
and part-time jobs, the average hours per week spent in employment, the distribution among
parenting styles, the relationship between parenting styles and various psychosocial outcomes,
the most prominent peer groups, and many other measures. Because cf these comparisons,
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we feel confideL:. in generalizing our results beyond the schools that participated in the
survey.

At the same time, it is important to point out that for most analyses there were
substantial differences among participating schools in the pattern of results, even after
controlling for the ethnic and socioeconomic distribution of the student body. For example,
students in the rural Wisconsin school spent less time on homework (20% below the sample
average), had lower educational aspirations and engagement levels, lower GPAs, and lower
levels of parental monitoring and parental achievement expectations than students in any
other school in the sample. Such findings underscore the limitations of aggregate results from
nationally representative samples and the need to examine student engagement and
achievement patterns within schools with different profiles (in terms of size, location, etc.).
With this in mind, what follows should be considered a general statement of our results aither
than a comprehensive report of all that is in our data.

Main Findings

The common practice for studies of noninstructional influences is to examine the
effects of a single area of influence without reference to other areas and with little attention
paid to factors such as school size or students' ethnicity. We believe there is much to be
gained from a more integrated approach to the study of nor -vtructional influences. Thus,
rather than presenting findings about influences in each noninstructional area separately, we
will collapse the four areas studied into two pairs and examine the comparative influence of
the areas that comprise each pair.

Parental versus peer influences. A common belief is that parents and peers represent
opposing influences on adolescents: Whereas parents encourage academic achievement and
prosocial behavior, peers distract teenagers from achievement and entice them into antisocial
activities (Coleman, 1961; Davis, 1949). Our findings, however, suggest that both parental
and peer influences are quite diverse, and thcy tend to be more complementary than
oppositional, although the precise nature of the relationship varies among ethnic groups.

As in previous studies, we found that students from economically disadvantaged and
single-parent families did worse academically than those from higher socioeconomic
backgrounds or intact families. Of more interest, however, was that specific parental attitudes
and behaviors had an impact on student achievement levels. Students had higher grade
averages if their parents were involved in school (attended school functions, were aware of
the classes their child was taking, etc.) and if they monitored students' academic progress
(checked to see that homework was done, "kept tabs" on the child's whereabouts after school,
and so on). Father's level of involvement in school was more predictive of the child's grades
than mother's level of involvementin large part because paternal involvement was generally
quite limited so that sui involvement by fathers was a significant factor. Parental expectations
for achievement (the grade average parents expected their child to maintain) also was a
significant predictor of achievement level, but not as significant as parental monitoring or
parental involvement.

Beyond these academically focused parenting variables, another significant predictor
of the child's academic perfoi lance was general parenting style. As others have reported,
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children from authoritative households outperformed (academically) children whose parents
adopt authoritarian, indulgent, or neglectful parenting styles. Analyses within ethnic groups
(controlling for socioeconomic status), however, indicated that this was true only for Ang los.
Among Asians, students from authoritarian families did just as well as those from authoritative
families, and parenting style was not strongly predictive of achievement levels among blacks

and Hispanics.

"in general, then, parents' actions (monitorin& involvement in school, parenting styles)
had more impact on student achievement levels than their values or expectations.

As for peer influence, most students reported that their friends encouraged
achievementat least to a moderate degree. In fact, most students indicated that their friends
regarded finishing high school as significantly more important than partying or spending time
with friends or being involved in extracurricular acthlties. Of course, there was substantial
variation in the degree to which peers endorsed school achievement, especially in regard to
the peer group, or "crowd,* to which students belonged. Peer support for achievement was
exceptionally strong among members of the brain crowd, relatively weak among druggies, and
moderate (and relatively undifferentiable) for jocks, populars, loners, and average students.

This suggested that the degree to which students take school seriously can be swayed

by the peer crowd into which they fall. Yet, crowd affiliation does not appear to be
haphazard or independent of adult influence. We found that the rank ordering of crowds by
achievement norms paralleled the rank ordering by parents' marital status (proportion in
intact families), parenting style (proportion in authoritarian households), parents' educational
expectations, and degree of parent monitoring. It appeared that family structure and
parenting behaviors were significant factors directing students into crowds that were more or
less academically oriented.

Nevertheless, parents and peers did operate as significant, independent sources of
influence on student achievement patterns. Students with the highest grade averages reported
strong support for academic achievement from both parents and peers. Yet, the relationship
between parental and peer support did vary among ethnic groups. For Anglos and Asians,
parents and peers were complementary influences on academic outcomes (they had
significant, independent, direct effects). For Hisranics the effects were more synergistic;
specifically, parental support enhanced academic rAitcomes, but primarily among respondents
who enjoyed high peer support. For black students, effects were either synergistic or
compensatory (high support from one reference group enhanced academic outcomes for
students who encountered Im support from the other reference group).

Influences of extracurricular activities and Tart-time work. The influences of
participation in extracurricular activities and part-time jobs are difficult to predict. On the
one hcad, they may be so engaging or time-consuming or exhausting that students have little
inclination, time, or energy to study. On the other, contact with adults, eligibility
requirements, or glimpses of future career possibilities may motivate students to work more
diligently in school.

In our sample, 40% of students had part-time jobs (during the school year); most
worked 15 hours a week or more. More studentsover two-thirds of the samplewere
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involved in at least one school-sponsored extracurricular activity, but their time commitment
was much lower than among workers, averaging 10 hours or less per week. Whereas parental
and peer influences on achievement tended to be closely related and complement each other,
the influences of extracurricular participation and part-time employment were, in many
respects, antithetical.

Our findings corroborated the results of previous studies that working per se had less
of an influence than number of hours worked. Those who worked less than 10 hours a week
enjoyed a modest "academic edge" over students without jobs. As hours worked increased
beyond this level, however, both GPA and homework time dropped substantially.
Furthermore, hours worked was directly related to rates of school deviance (skipping school,
cheating on tests, etc.) and psychosomatic disturbance (anxiety, depression).

By contrast, extracurricular participation was associated with positive school outcomes,
even after controlling for background differences (academic ability, SES, etc.) between
participarei and nonparticipants. The more extensive a student's participationin terms of
number of hours, number of activities, or number of types of activities (spoils, performing,
leadership, clubs, and interest groups)the more time was devoted to homework and the
higher was the students' WA. Interestingly, however, the degree of academic advantage that
extracurricular participants enjoyed depended on the type of activity in which they were
involved. Those who concentrated on "glory" sports (football, basketball, baseball) or
performing activities had a significantly lower academic record than those who concentrated
on leadership activities or clubs and interest groups. In part, this was due to differences in
the "academic climate"especially the degree of personal resources and support for
achievement from fellow participantsthat students encountered in their activities.
Interestingly, the degree to which coaches or advisors supported achievement was not a
significant factor in participants' achievement levels.

In general, then, whereas part-time employment distracted students from achievement,
extracurricular activities enhanced their school performance, although in each case the effect
was mitigated by additione factors (hours worked, 'academic climate" of the activity, etc.).
The contrast was especially troublesome because there was a negative correlation between
hours of involvement in these two contexts. In other words, students "stole time" from an
academically enhancing environment (extracurricular activities) in order to increase
involvement in an academically alienating environment (part-time jobs). As with parental and
peer influences, the influences in these two noninstructional areas were significant but
modest.

Implications for Practice

It is understandable that many parents feel alienated from high schools. They find
themselves unable to comprehend the academic work their children are doing and unable to
offer much assistance with homework. They may recall their own academic frustrations and
failures in high school. They are unfamiliar or uncomfortable with the *popular culture" (rock
groups, grooming styles, teenage vernacular) that dominates the school. These feelings or
experiences, combined with their sense of a teenager's need to be independent and make her
or his own decisions, may prompt parents to limit their contact with school or their efforts
to monitor their child's academic progress. Our endings emphasize the need for high schools
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to redouble their efforts in parent involvement and parent education. It is revealing, we
think, the parents' attendance at extracurricular events is nearly as influential (to their child's
achievement patterns) as their attendance at back-to-school nights or other academically
oriented meetings. Schools may increase parental involvement through greater empowerment
of parent advisory councils or parent-teacher associations, greater reliance upon parent
booster clubs for extracurricular activities, wider use of parents as chaperons and sponsors for
social events, and so on. In multicultural schools, offering "back-to-school" night classes in
Spanish nr Asian languages may dramatically increase attendance.

Efforts to bring parents to the school more regularly should be accompanied by efforts
to educate parents in effective parenting and discipline strategies, in appropriate methods of
monitoring their child's activities, and in productive responses to their child's performance in
classes. This may involve meetinp to discuss particular topics, brochures that can be mailefl
to parents, lLie of local media to impart information, and so on. Parents should be
encouraged to "network" with each other to share information on "what works" in motivating
teenagers academically and directing them to prosocial activities.

Schools also can take a strong hand in shaping the euracurricular program to enhance
students' academic commitments. Although there is a strong effort these days to "toughen"
eligibility requirements ("no pass-no play" rules, etc.), our findings suggest that a more
productive approach would be to enhance the academic climate of extracurricular activities.
It may be tune to adopt a new philosophy for school-sponsored activities, especially
interscholastic sports, in which coaches and advisors are rewarded for student participation
rates rather than the team's won-loss record or the "professional polish" of a dramatic
production. Reducing practice time and performance expectations may relieve the pressures
students report that interfere with their school work. It should also free coaches and advisors
to be more effective academic mentors for participants.

Schools also can play a strong advisory role for students seeking part-time
employment. Schools may wish to offer (or require) a counseling session for students seeking
school endorsement of a work permit. The session could caution students about the academic
risks of entensive work hours and advise them on time management strategies, decision-
making skills, and the like. Schools also ought to forge stronger partnerships with local
businesses that employ their students; school personnel can become more sensitive to
employers' needs and frustrations while at thz same time alerting employers of the academic
risk. that long hours and inflexible work schedules present to students.

The school's role in shaping peer group influences may be more indirect but is still
important. School staff should think carefully about the consequences of differential
treatment of members of different peer groups: strictly enforcing school rules for druggies
while ignoring infractions by jocks or brains. Devising progra that give alienated groups
such as druggies or punks come sense of ownership of the school may help dissipate the anti-
intellectual norms that zhatacterize these crowds. Having several staff members cultivate
closer relationships with members of these crowds may insrease their sense of school bonding.
At the same time, staff should make an effort to dik vt students into more academically
oriented crowds. This can involve working directly with at-risk Pudents to cultivate talents
and interests that will make them more acceptable to groups $uch as the jocks or performcrs
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or normals. It can also inv6ve working with parents on parenting strategies that will direct
students into healthier peer groups.

Implications for Research

In addition to academic engagement and achievement, the findings bear on broader
iscues of interest in empirical research and theory about adolescent development- Most
notably, they provide support for ecological models of development by demonstrating the
importance of context in shaping adolescent behavior. For example, we discovered that
authoritative parenting, widely accepted as the most effective parenting strategy, actually has
mathedly different effects in different ethnic contexts. Also, our findings not only
ccntradicted theories that present parents and peers as opposing forces in adolescence but
indicated that the precise relationship between parent and peer influences (whether they are
complementary, compensatory, or synergistic) depends on background factors such as age and
ethnicity. Still to be explored are the substantial variations by school in the patterns of
association we observed, variations that remain even after controlling for student body
characteristics such as ethnicity or socioeconomic status. In seeking to identify the factors
that account for school effects (size, location, school climate, etc.), we may discover linkages
between the noninstructional influences that were the focus of our investigation and
instructional factors that were the focus of other prnjects in the Center.

Our study underscores the need to focus on process variables in examining contodual
effects on adolescent development and behavior. For example, whether or not students had
a part-time job or were involved in eAtracurricular activities was not as strong a predictor of
academic outcomes as factors such as hours spent in these contexts or the degree to which
the demands of the work or extracurricular context distracted them from school work.
Researchers have already moved from status to process variables in examining parental
influence% ca% adolescent behavior. This approach should be encouraged in other contexts
(the werk place, the peer group, and so on).

Reference
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PROJECT 3. THE STRATIFICATION OF LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
IN MADDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL

Prindpsl Investigatorm Adam Gamoran and Martin Nystrand
Project Staff: Mark Berends, Meichu Chen, Dae-Dong Hahn, John Knapp,

James Ladwig, Samuel Lucas

Main Questions

The purpose of this pro;:ct has been to learn more about the effects of secondary
school tracking on student achievement. We adchesed four main questions. First, what are
the typical results of ability grouping and curriculum tracking? This question concerns two
aspects e achievement: (a) the dispersioq of achievement, that is, whether tracking tends to
widen or narrow the gap between high and low achievers, and (b) the average level of
achiavement, that is, what happens to overall achievement as a result of decisions on how to
arrange studentt The first concern may be termed "educational inequality," and the second
is called "educational productivity."

Second, how do these results come about? To answer thir question, we needed to
examine not just who belongs to which track, but what goes on in the different tracks that
produces different o ...comes for students. From the outset, we speculated that the effects
of belmging to one track or another are closely related to differences in the way teachers
and students interact in the different tracks. Assessing the merit of this hypothesis required
extensive work in the development of instruments for assessing the quality of instruction. Our
study of "how tracking effects Gccur" thus became one of "how instruction affects student
achievement" as well.

Third, how does the structure of ft:Wing affect its influence on achievement? This
is a question about how tracking is used in particular schools. In posing it, we rejected the
assumption that tracking has similar effects in all contexts. Instead, we hypothesized that
differences in the organization of tracking lead to differences in the effects of tracking on
achievement. For example, some schools have rigid tracking systems, in which assignments
are relatively permanent and are maintained across subject areas. Other schools allow more
flexibility over time and across subjects. What are the implications of these differences for
tracking's effects on achievement?

Fourth, what is th,1 nature of the track assignment process, and how are assignment
procedures connected to achievement outcomes? Previous research had separately
considered questions about track selection and track outcomes. In our project, we examined
the joint implications of track selection and outcomes for inequality of results across racial,
socioeconomic, and gender groups. We also considered differences across school districts in
track assignment policies.
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Main Findings

The Effects of Grouping and Tracking; Inewality and Productivity

How does tracking affect inequality of achievement? Our investigation began with
analysis of data from High School and Beyond (HSB), a nationally representative longitudinal
study of high school students. We found that students who reported being in the college
track scored higher on tests of math, science, reading, vocabulary, writing, and civics than
similar students enrolled in general and vocational programs (Gamoran, 1987). This finding
suggests that tracking adds to inequality of achievement over time, tracking permits initially
higher-achieving students to gain more, and lower-achieving students to gain las, wen after
pre-existing differences are taken into account.

At the time, a major quation was whether or not such track effects should be
considered substantively meaningful. Our study used the effects of dropping out as a
benchmark to assess the importance of track effects. We found that differences between
tracks were as large as or larger than the differences between dropouts and students who
remained in school Hence, we concluded that the effects of tracking are substantively as well
as statistically significant.

Another question about this research was whether apparent track effects were actually
due not to tracking but to unmeasured differenca among students enrolled in different
tracks. Gamoran and Mare (1989) reanalyzed the HSB data with statistical models that
allowed for such selection bias. The results replicated the earlier findingstracking widened
the achievement gapsand showed that selection bias was minimal when a large number of
demographic and cognitive factors were controlled.

Because it assumes all schools are tracked, HSB did not permit us to test directly
whether tracking affects productivity, i.e., the. average level of achievement. Gamoran and
Mare (1989) conducted simulations to see what would result from the elimination of tracking.
They reported, not surprisingly, that what would happen in the absence of tracking depends
on what would replace it. If all students -.r.nrolled in a program like the current college track,
average achievement would be higher. If the new program were like the noncollege track,
achievement would be lower.

More direct assessment of tracking ind productivity comes from data we collected
from about 1100 students in 54 eighth-grade English classes (Gamoran, Berends, & Nystrand,
1990; Gamoran & Nystrand, 1990). On average, we found no difference on a test of
literature achievement between schools using homogeneous and those using heterogeneous
grouping. Hence, grouping's effects ap: ared neutral for productivity. However, within the
schools using homogeneous grouping. we found substantial difference among classes
designated as high-, regular-, and low-ability. Thus, our data gave evidence for track effects
on inequality as in the survey research.

These findings replicated the results of a national survey in Britain that indicated that
ability grouping had no effects on productivity but led to increased inequality. The pattern
occurred because grouping led to higher achievement for students in high-ability classes but
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lower scores for students in low-ability classes, compared to students with similar backgrounds
and initial test scores in nngrouped schools (Fogelman, 1983; Kerckhoff, 1986).

In a "best-evidence synthesis* commissioned by the Center, Slavin (1990) found no
consistent pattern of ability-grouping effects on either inequality or productivity in secondary
schools. The review relied heavily on experimental studio but also svinmarized correlational
studies. Slavin interpreted these results as indicating that the true effects of ability grouping
in secondary schools are zero, arguing that grouping not only fails to affect average
achievement in the school, but that it neither raises scores for INgh-group students nor lowers
achievement for low-group students. Another interpretation of the inconsistent results across
studies is that ability grouping may have been implemented differently in different studies.
Cases that showed positive effects of grouping may have reflected experiments in which
teachers were resistent to heterogeneous grouping, whereas studies indicating negative effects
may have been carried out with teachers who made special efforts to reach students of diverse
abilities in the heterogeneous classes. Similarly, in some studies instruction may have beim
allocated differently to different classes, resulting it Ltcreased --90 instruction may
have been held constant in other studies, resulting in no achievement effects.

Despite these differences of interpretation, theie are important points of agreement
between Slavin's review and the conclusions of Gamoran and his colleagues. First, Slavin
acknowledged that broad curriculum tracking, as opposel to subject-specific ability grouping,
leads to achievement inequality. This occurs, he suggested, because curriculum tracking
involves more than just assigning students to different levels of the same course; rather it
implies entirely different coursework, such as geometry versus basic math.

Second, these writers all agree that the effects of ability grouping depend on how it
is implemented. As Slavin remarked: *The lesson to be drawn from research on ability
grouping may be that, unless teaching methods are systematically changed, school organization
has little impact on student achievement" (1990, n. 491). Slavin and Gamoran agree that what
happens to students inside the groups is more (...msequential for achievement than whether
or not the students are ability grouped. These conclusions imply that any grouping effects
on inequality that do appear may be attributable in part to instructional differences across
groups and tracks, and our project has investigated this hypothesis.

The_Effects of Grouping and Iotruction on Literature Achievement

The earlier writings of Oakes (1985), Gamoran (1986), Slavin (1987), and others gave
strong reason to believe that grouping and tracking contribute to inequality because high-
track students receive higher-quality instruction while low-track students have less access to
valued learning opportunities. To assess this hypothesis, we developed a framework for
assessing the quality of classroom instruction, focusing on eighth- and ninth-grade English and
social studies.

easurin asMlsLsxggm .11:w.Lim Our approach extended Nystrand's (1986) work on
reciprocity, arguing that effective instruction, like other forms of human interaction, involves

give and take among participants. The more students are drawn into the instructional
process, we reasoned, the more involved they would be in the substance of their academic
work and the higher their achievement.

38
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Instructional discourse can be characterized along specific dimensions to reveal the
extent of students' involvement. Unfortunately, when teachers ask questions, typically the
only knowledge they are seeking is whether or not the students know the answers, as on a
test. In contrast, in response to authentic questions (those lacking prespecifled answers),
students actually contribute knowledge to the conversation instead of simply reciting what the
teacher already imows. Another way teachers draw students into the instructional process is
by following up on students' responses and incorporating them into subsequent questions, a
process called uptake. Uptake can be seen as part of the more general phenomenon of
contiguity, the extent to which different aspects of instruction are interrelated. When
students write about their readings, relate readings to other readings, discuss their writing, and
so on, instruction has more coherence, and studeins are more involved. Yet another
important indicator refers to how teachers evaluate students' responses: when they treat
students as primary sources of information by incorporating their responses into the
instructional content, they engue in high-level evaluation.

Authenticity, contiguity, and high-level evaluation may characterize not only classroom
talk, but students' reading and writing assignments as well. For example, a writing assignment
is authentic if, instead of having a predetermined answer (as in most short-answer exercises),
it requires students to present and defend an opinion or asks them to investigate a matter
that the teacher does not know much about.

We argued that authenticity, uptake, contiguity, and high-level teacher evaluation are
aspects of "substantive engagement," reasoning that these instructional conditions foster
student commitment to the substance of their academic work. We also took account of
"procedural engagement," looking at the extent to which students completed their reading and
writing assignments, spent time on homework, and misbehaved in class.

Measuring achievement. To examine the effects of procedural and substantive
engagement, we designed achievement tests for eighth- and ninth-grade English. (We also
tested students in social studies, but our analyses to date have primarily drawn on the English
data.) We constructed a separate test for each class by choosing five representative pieces
of literature from a list of all the novels, short stories, and plays read in each class during the
year. Although the selections differed across classes, the questions on each test were the
same. They ranged from ones requiring simple recall, such as *briefly explain how each story
ended" to others requiring in-depth understanding and synthesis, such as *briefly relate the
conflict in [name of story] to the ending of the story." Each test was scored by two readers
on a variety of dimensions including recall, depth of understanding, identification with
character motivations, and the like. Each reader's ratings were summed across test
dimensions, and the final score was computed as the average of the two readers' totals, which
correlated ai .90 in the eighth-grade study and .82 in the ninth-grade study.

Effects of substantive and procedural engagement on literature achievement. We
used regression analyses to measure the effects of procedural and substantive engagement on
literature achievement, controlling for sex, race/ethnicity, sooioeconomic background, and
prior reading and writing skills. The results were largely consistent across the two grades,
with some interesting differences (see Nystrand & Gamoran, in press, forthcoming).
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Fffst, students who rxmfortned to classroom procedures tended to score higher:
spending time on homework s completing assignments contributed positively in both grade
levels. In the eighth-grade study, classes in which more students were off-task produced lower
achievement, whereas this relation was not statistically significant in the ninth-grade data.

Second, the quality of classroom discourse affected achievement Uptake and
contiguity had positive effects in both grades; authentic teacher questions raise achievement
in the eighth-grade analyses; and high-level evaluation in classroom talk was linked to higher
achievement in the ninth-grade data. Authenticity of writing and high-level evaluation of
writing did not produce higher achievement in either grade.

Surprisingly, authentic teacher questions showed a negative relation to achievement
in the ninth-grade study. Inspecting the data more closely, we uncovered some low-achieving
class= with unusually high levels of authenticity. These classes, however, gave little sustained
attention to literature: either few selections were introduced, or the teacher read aloud
instead of expecting the students to read. These findings led us to qualify our conclusions:
high-quality classroom discourse leads to higher literature achievement only when it occurs
in the context of sustained attention to literature.

. !I 1.0 e atu e
achievement. To what extent do instructional conditions account for the effects of ability
grouping? Our results are suggestive though not conclusive. In both grade levels, our results

indicated that differences in procedural engagementthe extent to which students did their
work and refrained from misbehaving in classaccounted for part of the achievement gaps.
In the eighth-grade data Inly, we found differences across ability groups in the quality of
discourse, which helped further account for achievement inequality. In all, differences in
procedural and substantive engagement accounted for about half of the low-group students'
achievement deficit, and a quarter of the high-group students' advantage, compared to
students in regular eighth-grade classes (Gamoran, &rends, & Nystrand, 1990; Gamoran &
Nystrand, 1990).

In the ninth-grade data, we failed to find a clear pattern of instructional discourse
favoring high-group students, and in our analyses the quality of discourse did not help explain
achievement gaps between ability grov We attribute the inconsistency to greater curricular
diversity among the ninth-grade classeb, for example, some low-ability classes exhibited high-
quality discourse, but not in discussions of literature. Consequently the quality of discourse

did not categorically account for their achievement deficit . Overall, then, our data show that
high-group students tend to be more engaged in classroom procedures, and low-group
students less engaged, a pattern that contributes to widening achievement gaps. At the same
time, variation in the quality of discourse may also contribute to achievement differences
under some conditions (Gamoran & Nystrand, forthcoming).

Variation in the Effects of Tracking

Most studies of tracking, including much of our own work, assume that the effects of
tracking are the same in all schools. The national survey data set High School and Beyond
contained enough schools to allow us to test this assumption (Gamoran, 1990b). First, we
found significant differences among schools in the effects of tracking on achievement in math,
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reading, and vocabulary. Second, we found that these differences were systematically related
to differences in the structure of tracking; that is, depending on tracking's structure, its effects
could be stronger or weaker. Third, we found that variation in the structure of tracking also
affected overall achievement in the schooL

The strongest finding regarding structural variables occurred for "track immobility,"
the extent to which students tended to shift tracks over time. Schools in which few students
changed tracks had greater inequality between tracks and lower overall achievement. This
occurred, we argued, because the lack of mobility prevents schools from being able to match
instruction to students' needs. At the same time, rigid tracking systems probably magnify the
status distinctions between tracks and thus heighten tracking's effects on achievement through
social-psychological mechanisms.

The Track Assignment Process

Most previous work on track assignment had focused on whether placement was based
on ascribed characteristics (e.g., SES) or achi....fed characteristics (e.g., test scores). Like
earlier research, our survey analysis pointed to acLievement as the major predictor of track
positions, althoug, lES also had a significant effect on whether students reported being in
the college track. Also consistent with earlier work, we found no disadvantage for blacks or
Hispanics once test scores and SES were taken into account; in fact black students were
slightly more likely to be found in the college track than white students with similar cognitive
and economic backgrounds. This finding led to the conclusion that existing tracking systems
lead to 1mi black-white achievement inequality than would occur if all students were in the
same track (Oamoran & Mare, 1989).

In our study of eighth- and ninth-grade English, we examined the conditions under
which students gain access to honors English in ninth grade (Gsmoran, 1990a). Rather than
assuming the process works the same in all cases, we asked whether differences among the
districts in assignment procedures resulted in differences in a given student's likelihood of
enrolling in the honors class. We Zound that three of five districts relied heavily on students'
past ability-group positions in assigning students for ninth-grade English. This practice tended
to limit opportunities for upward mobility for students outside the honors level.

Although place's was somewhat tied to SES as the survey research had indicated,
we found that one districi Latentionally and successfully eliminated the connection between
SES and honors English placement. Interviews with counselors, teachers, and administrators
in this district suggested that they went out of their way to encourage students from minority
families and low-SES families to enroll in high-level courses.

Methodology

Our survey research relied on the High School and Beyond (HSB) data set, a
nationally representative, longitudinal survey of students who were first surveyed in 1980
(Jones et al., 1984). The data we used came from students who were sophomores in 1980,
and who were resurveyed in 1982, 1984, and 1986. Key variables for our analyses included
cognitive tests in math, science, reading, vocabulary, writing, and civics; student-reported
sociodemographic data such as sex, race/ethnicity, and family economic conditions; data on
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track locations and courseworlc, also drawn from student questionnaires; and school data on
context, composition, and course offerings.

The new data we collected came from eight midwestern communities. Sixteenmiddle
schools, which fed into nine high schools, participated in the study. Of the eight communities,
six were public school districts: three in urAll-town or rural areas, with one junior high and
one high school apiece; one was suburban, with three middle schools and one high school;
and two were urban, addinz five middle and three high schools to our sample. The other two
communities contained Catholic high schools that drew students from a number of urban and
suburban K-8 feeder schools.

In the smaller middle schools, all the English and social studies classes participated
in the study, and in larger middle schools we included four classes per subject per school. We
included more classes per school at the high school level. because fewer schools participated;
our sample averaged six classes per subject per high school and ranged from two to nine
depending on the size of the school and the number of ability-group levels. Virtually all the
students in the selected classes participated, yielding samples of about 1200 students per
subject in each grade.

Each year, we observed four lessons in each of about 50 English and 50 social studies
classes, totalling about 400 class periods of observation in all. Observers noted the time
allocated to various clauroom activities, such as lecture, discussion, seatwork, etc. Also, the
observers coded all substantive questions according to their discourse quality, as described
above. Over the two years we coded over 40,000 instructional questions.

M describr,.; above, the students completed tests of reading, writing, and social studies
in the fall and of social studies and literature achievement in the spring. The students also
filled out questionnaires describing their demographic backgrounds, their attitudes toward
themselves and their schools, their expectations for future schooling, and their i.erceptions
of classroom processes. Teacher questionnaires yielded most of our data on the discourse
quality of reading and writing astignments. Information on the track assignment process in
each district came from interviews with teachers, principals, and guidance counselors in each
school.

Implications for Practice

What conclusiona for educators can be drawn from the research? The evidence leads
to two areas of recommendations, which must be considered while bearing in mind the
particular circumstances of different schools.

Make Better X.1,of Trackijg

lampve instruction in low tracks. Logically, the most straightforward approach to
improving the outcomes of tracking would be to improve the quality of instruction in low-
track classes. This would both raise achievement in the school as a whole and reduce the
achievement gap between tracks.
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Improving instruction in low tracks starts withbut must not be limited toraising
expectations. As observed in a Catholic school case study, teachers who believe low-track
students can learn seem to succeed in convincing their students of the same. In this climate,
authentic dialogues and sustained attention to academic issues are more likely to occur.

Improving the quality of discourse in low-track classes is a challenging task, because
the students themselves tend to resist. Often they prefer structured written work to oral
discussions, because in discussions they risk exposing their ignorance publicly. As noted
above, low-track students are more often disengaged from schoolwork, and this is probably
a precursor of high school tracking at least as much as a result. One procedure that may help
is to avoid the common practice of using low tracks as a dumping ground for students who
misbehave. Intellectual performance, rather than behavioral signals, should guide the
formation of remedial classes.

Many teachers of low-achieving classes feel severely limited when they try to teach
literature. This is especially true since many students in such classes have poor reading skills
and often fail to do homework. As a result, many teachers simply do not assign homework
to their students ;an low-achieving classes but rather teach literature by reading extremely short
texts in clan that leave enough time for follow-up discussion, small-group work, or seatwork.
One unfortunate result of this approach is that the students leap from story to story and fail
to become involved over time in anything substantiaL It is not surprising, then, that students
in such classes fail to remember much about the literature they deal with (Nystrand &
Gamoran, in press, forthcoming). As a result, the experience with reading and literature of
students in low-achieving classes is too often fragmented, superficial, and unengaging.

Increase the flexibility of tracking systems. Survey data suggest that tracking systems
in which students have little opportunity to move from one track to another tend to reduce
overall achievement and to magnify the effects of tracking on inequality. If tracking is to
confer any benefit, it must facilitate the provision of instruction that matches students' needs.
Because students' needs change over time, they must have an opportunity to shift track levels
accordingly.

At the same time, overemphasizing flexibility can make classes utterly chaotic. One
middle school in our study with a diverse population wbs committed to heterogeneous classes.
The teachers used four or five different grouping formats simultaneously, just in English; this
resulted in so much flodbility that teachers as well as students had trouble keeping straight
where they were supposed to be and at what times, and much time was lost in moving from
one grouping arrangement (e.g., for spelling) to another (e.g., for literature). It seems
preferable to find a middle ground between the constant flux of this school and the rigidity
of so many others.

Consider Alternatives to Tracking

Whole-class instruction in heterogeneous classes. In response to tracking's negative
effects on low-track students, many schools and districts are considering alternatives to
traditional tracking systems. When grouping and tracking are eliminated, they are typically
replaced with whole-class instruction for mixed-ability classes. When this occurs, one can be
fairly confident that inequality will decline. What is uncertain is whether this will occur
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through a rise in achievement at the bottom of the distribution, a decline at the top, or some
combination.

Sometimes district-mandated de-tracking results in teachers feeling both anger at
having heterogeneous classes forced on them and uncertainty about how to cope with them.
Successful change undoubtedly requires an influx of resources, such as staff development,
released time, and/or teacher aides, that both assist teachers at developing strategies for
teaching more diverse classes and provide extra time for meeting a larger array of student
needs.

Whole-class instruction is the dominant teaching mode in secondary school classrooms.
If students vary widely in their skill levels, it is unlikely that lecture and recitation can meet
the needs of all students simultaneously. Hence, teachers may assign *enrichment* activities
to high-achieving students to be carried out as seatwork and homework. This strategy,
however, deprives the strongest students of instruction involving direct contact with the
teacher, which is the most productive form of instruction, on average. This strategy may
account for the finding that heterogeneous grouping fails to match the achievement level of
high-tract: classes for the highest-achieving students.

Cooperative learning and other small-group strategies in heterogeneous classes. One
of the most promising alternatives to tracking is the use ofsmall-group instruction, particularly
in a cooperative learning format. In cooperative learning, the classroom incentive structure
is modified so that students are rewarded for group performance (sometimes in addition to
rewards for individual performance). This technique tries to use differences among students
as a strength rather than as a weakness. It is specifically designed to enable students to
contribute according to their own skill levels, so it is well suited to heterogeneous classes.

Many studio; have shown that cooperative learning produces higher achievement than
traditional whole-class instruction (e.g., Slavin, 1983). Presumably this occurs without the
increase in inequality that is associated with ability grouping. However, important questions
remain. First, the vast majority of research on cooperative learning has been conducted at
the elementary school level. Newmann and Thompson (1987) reported that junior high
studies tend to support cooperative learning, but of sLx studies conducted in grades 10-12, only
two showed positive effects. Thus there is some question about whether cooperative learning
will prove as successful in secondary as it has been in elementary schools. Second, no study
has compared the achievement of students in high-track classes to that of similar students in
untracked, cooperative learning classes, and it is an open question whether cooperative
learning can match ability grouping in producing achievement among the top students.

Our study suggests that, if small-group heterogeneous instruction is to replace ability
grouping and to produce higher achievement and less inequality, then it must be implemented
better than it is in the typical case (Nystrand & Gamoran, in press). Our data showed, to our
surprise, no overall benefits to greater amounts of small-group time. This occurred, we
believe, because the vast majority of small-group time was not used for collaborating on
projects, sharing creative ideas, building on one another's knowledge, or drawing on diverse

skills. Instead, small-group time was generally used for collaborative seatwork, in which
students simply worked on filling in blanks on traditional worksheets, but in groups instead
of alone.
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One cannot avoid the conclusion that successful replacement of grouping and tracking
with cooperative learning in heterogeneous classes will require an influx of resources for staff
development, released time for planning instruction and evaluating student work, and/or
teacher aidesjust as we concluded for whole-class instruction. Without such assistance, most
teachers would be at a loss to deal with a sudden increase in the diversity of needs in their
classes.

Implications for Theory and Further Research

Our research indicates that ability grouping and curriculum tracking help reinforce
cognitive and socioeconomic inequalities. However, this did not hold for inequality based on
race: black students in fact held a net advantage in the likelihood of assignment to the college
track. Because this finding is based on self-reported indicators of track positions, one may
question whether it reflects real differences in the propensities of blacks and whites to enroll
in different tracks, or instead represents racial differences in the perception of track
assignment. Studies with alternative indicators of track positions arc needed to pursue this
issue further.

Our findings indicated that higher-quality instructional discourse generally contributes
to achievement. Not only completing one's work, but being substantively engaged in the
academic task at hand enhances learning. Future research is needed to replicate our findings
in other subject areas and at other grade levels. In addition, future work must examine the
various dimensions of instructional discourse more close:, , to see which are most consistently
linked to student achievement. We learned, moreover, that one must also examine the
content about which the discourse occurs; accordingly, some classes with high levels of
authenticity but little attention to literature failed to produce high levels of literature
achievement. Future work needs to attend more closely to the content of inxtruction as well
as examining the quality of discourse.

We found limited evidence that variation in the quality of instruction accounts for
achievement differences between tracks. Our eighth-grade findings were consistent with this
proposition, but the ninth-grade data failed to reveal a consistent pattern of association.
Thus, the connections between tracking, instruction, and achievement require further study.
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PROJECT 4. ITIGHER ORDER THINKING IN THE
HIGH SCHOOL CM' tICULUM

Principal Investigstors: Fred M. Newmann, Cora B. Marren,
Janice IL Patterson, Francis K. &hag

Project Staff: Dae-Dong Hahn, Gyu-Won Kim, Bruce King, James Ladwig,
Dorrald Libby, Cameron McCarthy, Joseph Onosko, Robert Stevenson

Main Questions

Can high schools teach students to think, to use their rinds to solve complex
problems? Or, are high schools destined to follow the familiar pith uf passing on numerous
fragmented bits of information that students memorize, but soon forget? In spite of
penistent injunctions that American schools ought to teach reasoning, problem-solving,
critical thinking, and creative use of the mind, many studies confirm the conspicuous absence
of attention to these goals in classrooms. Why?

The apparent failures of high schools to promote higher order thinking led this project
to focus on two main tasks: (a) to identify specific baniers that inhibit the promotion of
higher order thinking and (b) to discover whether and why some social studio departments
are more successful than others in overcoming the barriers. We were concerned not simply
with explaining the success of individual teachers, but more importantly with the performance
of organizations, that is, departments within high schools.

To carry out this research, it was necessary to complete a number of intermediate
tasks that themselves produced important results. These included developing (a) a definition
and conception of higher order thinking that synthesized researcil knowledge and practical
wisdom, (b) a set of dimensions through which to observe the level of thoughtfulness
promoted in lessons, and (c) a test of higher order thinking in social studies that is
independent of the specific content studied in diverse courses.

Main Findings

Definition of Higher Order Thinking

Based on reviews of literature in education, psychology and philosophy, and on
teachers' explanations of what it means to teach students to think, we define higher order
thinking as the interpretation, analysis, or manipulation of information to answer a question
that cannot be resolved through the routine application of previously learned knowledge.
According to this definition, higher order thinking occurs whenever students respond to
nonroutine intellectual challenges.

However, the mere posing of higher order challenges offers no assurance that students
will meet the challenges successfully. A useful pedagogical conception of thinking should
identify the kinds of resources that students need to resolve.: higher order problems
competently and what teachers can do to help students develop the resources. Consistent
with other literature, we have explained elsewhere the need for three types of resources: in-
depth knowledge, intellectual skills, and dispositions of thoughtfulness such as reflectiveness,
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intellectual persistence, flexibility, and tolerance of ambiguity, and respect for reasoned
argument. To equate the promotion of thinking with the teaching of thinkbg Aka is
inadequate and misleading. Successful problem-solving also requires in-depth knowledge of
specific sutlects and dispositions of thoughtfulness to guide the application of skills to
reorganize one's knowledge.

Dimensions of Classroom ThoughtfUlnas

To assess the extent to which teachers posed higher order challenges and nurtured
the development a blowledge, skills and dispositions of thoughtfulneu, we initially doveloped
fifteen observable dimensions of classroom thoughtfulness. Eventually tilese were reduced
to six main indicators. Each was used to make an oveiall rating of observed lessons on a five-
point scale. That is, the criterion for thoughtfulness indicated by the dimension was judged
from 1 = "a very inaccurate" to 5 = "a very accurate" description of this lesson.

Dimension 1. There was sustained examination of a few topics rather than superficial coverage
of many.

Mastery of higher order challenges requires in-depth study rind sustainexl
concentration on a limited number of topics or question.% Lessons that cover a large number
of topics give students only a vague familiarity or awareness and, thereby, reduce the
possibilities for building the complex knowledge, skills and dispositions required to
understand a topic.

Dimension 2. The lesson displayed dubstantive coherence and continuity.

Intelligent progress on higher order challenges demands systematic inquizy that builds
on relevant and accurate substantive knowledge in the field and that works toward the logical
development and integration of ideas. In contrast, lessons that teach mato:dal as unrelated
fragments of knowledge, without pulling them together, undermine such inquiry.

Dimension 3. Students were given an appropriate amount of time to think, that is, to prepar e
responses to questions.

Thinking takes time, but often recitation, discussion, and written assignments pressure
students to make responses before they have had enough time to reflect. Promoting
thoughtfulness, therefore, requires periods of silence where students can ponder the validity
of alternative responses, develop more elaborate reasoning, and experience patient reflection.

Dimension 4. The teacher asked challenging questions andlor structured challenging tasks
(given the ability level and preparation of the students).

By our definition higher order thinking occurs only when students are faced with
questions or tasks that demand analysis, interpre.ation, or manipulation of information; that
is, noruoutine mental work. In short, students must be faced with the challenge of how to
u,e prior knowledge to gain new knowledge, rather than the task of merely retrieving prior
knowledge.
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Dimension S. The teacher was a model of thouptfidness.

To help studenta succeed with higher order challenges, teachers themselves must
model thoughtful dispositions as they teach. Of course, a thoughtful teacher would
damonstrate many of the behaviors descnbed above, but this scale is intended to capture a
cluster of dispositions likul; to be found in any thoughtful persor Key indicators include
shov ins interest in students' ideas and in alternative approaches to problems; showing how
he/she thought through a problem (rather than only the final answer); and acknowledging the
difficulty of gaining a definitht understanding of problematic topics.

Dimemion 6. Students offered oplanations and reasons for their conclusions.

The answers or solutions to higher order challenges are rarely self-evident. Their
validity often rests on the quality of explanation or reasons given to support the answers.
Therefore, beyond offering ansv 'era, students must also be able to produce explanations and
reasons to support their conchubiu,-1.

The sbc dimensions were combined into a single scale (CHOT) that served as the
indicator of clauroom thoughtfulness for an observed lesson. Items on the scale have a
reasonably high level of internal consistency (Cronbach alpha = .82). Exploratory factor
analysis az; LISREL modeling of the fifteen initial dimensions also identified these as a
distinut construct of thoughtfulness.

Overall Levuls of Classroom Thoughtfillnas in Different Social Studies L)epartments

Estimates of classroom thoughtfulneu were based on lessons samplcd from social
studies departments in 16 high schools. The departments were selected to represent three
different types: (a) those that placed special emphasis on higher order thinking, iiuc that
organized instruction according to familiar patterns in the comprehensive high school
(henceforth the Ewe "select" departments); (b) those that mad s no special department-wide
efforts toward b.eil.ihcr order thinking and were also conventionally orLanized (henceforth the
seven "representative" departments); (c) those that involved a departmental emphasis on
higher order thinking and, in addition, had made significant changes in the organization of
instruction (henceforth the four "restructured" departments).

On a scale from 1 to 5, the mean of all lessons was 3.40 (standard deviatiov = .82).
Most of the variation was between teachers within departments, but significant differences
were also found baween departments in total classroom thoughtfulness. The top
departmental mean was 4.05 and the bottom was 2.88. The difference between the means
of departments in the highest quartile (3.92) and lowest quartile (2.92) was 2.6 times the
overall departmental standard deviation (.38) or 1.2 timea the overall standard deviation
among lessons (.82).

There was overlap among departmental means in the three groups of select,
restructured, and representative departments, but differences between these groups also
appeared. The select departments scored the highest (mean = 3.73), the restructured
departments next (mean = 3.50), and the representative departments lowest (mean = 3.11).
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Classroom thoughtfulness tended to increase with the ability level of the class and to
increase somewhat with the grade level, but racial composition did not seem to affect
classroom thoughtfulness. It was encouraging to find that, in some departments, student
background characteristics had no relationship to classroom thoughtfulness. Thus, it is
possible to cultivate classroom thoughtfulness equitably among students of different abilities,
ages, and ram.

Major Barriers

The overall levels of classroom thoughtfulness indicate that there is much room for
improvement, even for teachers and departments scoring in the higher ranges. What are the
obstacles or barriers that seem to inhibit the promotion of thinking in social studies? From
extensive observation and interviews with school staff, we identified five as most significant.

The first, and apparently most funthmental, is the dominant belief, held by teachers
and much of the public at large, that the main task of education is the transmission of items
of knowledge covering a broad range of topics, rather than the development of thinking or
in-depth understanding. This belief consistently steers curriculum, teaching and testing away
from the promotion of thoughtfulness.

The second barrier is a dominant belief about students that reinforces the first about
curriculum; namely, that students are incapable of and/or uninterested in higher order
thinldng. Low expectations for students tend to be based on assumptions that deficiencies
in many students' developmental maturity, their innate capacity, their background knowledge,
or their educational aspirations make it imprudent, if not impossible, for teachers to
emphasize thinking over the transmission of knowledge.

But even teachers committed to the goal of thinking and those who have confidence
in students' potential face at least three other potential barriers. Fust is the large number
of students per class and overall student load per teacher. To promote higher order thinking,
teachers should respond thoughtfully to students' oral and written work, but this is often
impossible when large numbers of students must be managed simultaneously within a class
period or when 150 essays must be evaluated.

Since the dominant forms of education promoted in curriculum, texts, tests and
teacher education programs stress transmission and coverage over thinking, teachers need
more time to plan instruction, to assemble materials, and to devise meaningful tests focused
on thinking. Since the typical preparation time per day is insufficient (45-50 minutes), the
lack of teacher planning time can also be a barrier.

The final obstacle is the culture of professional isolation common to most high
schools. As just indicated, teaching students to think poses a difficult instructional challenge
for which the profession has offered no simple solutions. Achieving the goai for all students
will not be accomplished by teachers working alone, because there is no formal, powerful
knowledge base on which to base individual practice. To promote higher order thinldng,
teachers, therefore, need both emotional support and technical assistance from their
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colleagues. Professional isolation in high schools will need to be replaced by collaboration
in planning, teaching and evaluating instruction.

The scores on classroom thoughtfulness suggested that some departments were more
successful than others in overcoming these barriers. How did they do it?

Factors Critical to Success

We identified the barriers by synthesizing a variety of information, but none of the
departments had an explicit plan to attack each of ti 3m as stated here. Thus, rather than
ttying to explain how the successful departments overcame each barrier, we searched for
commonalities in the thinking of individual teachers, in the nature of school leadership, and
in organizational features of the departments. We found differences between the most and
least successful departments in each of these areas.

Teachers' Thinking. Teachers who scored highest on classroom thoughtfulness
differed from lower scorers in three main ways. They placed a higher priority on thinking as
an instructional goal for ill students. They articulated more developed, elaborate conceptions

of thinking that placed more emphasis on dispositions and skills (less emphasis on mere
accumulation of knowledge). And they felt more comfortable emphasizing depth of
understanding over breadth of coverage in the curriculum. We cannot explain why or how
successful teachers came to think about social studies education in these ways, but we suspect

that their conceptions may have been influenced by the patterns of leadership and
organizational featurea that seemed to distinguish the more successful from the less successful

departments.

School Leadership. Departments that scored highest on thoughtfulness distinguished
themselves from the lowest scorers by the kind of instructional leadership offered by the
department chair and the principal. While each of the top scoring departments took a
different approach to the promotion of thinking, all of the department chairs provided
programmatic leadership in three ways. They helped to generate a department-wide
commitment to the promotion of thinking as a central goal. They stimulated and participated
in curriculum development aimed at the goal. And they encouraged a collegial climate for
teachers to critically examine their own specific teaching practices with reference to the goal
of promoting students' thinking. Furthermore, principals in the successful schools supported
the work of the department chairs by showing their personal commitment to the instructional
goal, by providing resources for staff development, and by observing teachers and giving
constructive feedback on their efforts to promote thinking.

Quakational Features. The most successful departments initiated organized
programs for the promotion of thinking. The focus of the programs varied considerably, but

each involved a process for generating and supporting staff commitment to higher order
thinking, a serries of curriculum development efforts aimed in this direction, and staff
development activities (such as peer observation and discussion of pedagogy) to nurture
continuing dialogue and growth in the mission. Programmatic concentration on higher order
thinking seemed to be the most critical organizational feature. We studied four "restructured"
departments, but found that structural characteristics such as instructional load (number of
students taught per teacher), the degree of teaming, methods for grouping and scheduling
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students, or degree of teacher control over curriculum did gia distinguish the most from the
least successful departments. We believe that the highest levels of thoughtfulness are likely
to be found in departments that combine restructuring with a strong programmatic emphasis,
but we were unable to test this, because none of the restructured departments in our sample
demonstrated a strong organizational program focused on higher order thinking.

Relationship of Classroom Thoughtfulness to Student Engagement

The promotion of classroom thoughtfulness can be seen not only as an end of
education, but also as a means for engaging students in learning. Are students more
interested in school work and do they try harder when they are challenged to use their minds?
The answer is yes. According to both observer ratings and student reports, there is a strong
association (correlations of .55 and above) between student engagement and the level of
classroom thoughtfulness.

R el 10 to _ e e

Does classroom thoughtfulness actually improve student achievement in social studies?
Due to the lack of an appropriate assessment exercise, the research was unable to answer this
question adequately. Since students in the study were instructed by fifty-six teachers in 16
different high schools pursuing a wide variety of topics, it was not possible to administer a
single test that would assess the quality of students' thinking about the specific subjects they
had studied. In some of the schools, however, we administered a test of persuasive writing
about a constitutional issue. While none of the teachers had concentrated either on
understanding constitutional issues or on persuasive writing, we were interested in whether
the classroom thoughtfulness we observed in the teaching of diverse topics would bolster
student competence in this task.

Students were presented with background information and an actual court case
dealing with the rights of school authorities to search student lockers. They were asked to
read the material (2 pages), to develop their own position on whether the student's
constitutional rights were violated and to defend their views in a persuasive essay that used
infonnation presented. Essays were scored according to a rubric adapted from the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). On a scale from 1 to 5, the mean score was
2.2, less than satisfactory. Most students could not give two or more persuasive reasons to
support their position.

After controlling for ability level of the class, student scores on a similar pretest, and
other background variables, the findings suggested that the level of classroom thoughtfulness
was not strongly associated with the posttest of students' persuasive writing on a constitutional
issue. We believe a strong relationship would have been found between classroom
thoughtfulness and student achievement if (a) the teachers' curriculum had concentrated on
constitutional reasoning or (b) a test could have been constructed to assess student thinking
in each of the subjects actually taught.
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Methodology

Between Fall 1986 and Spring 1990, the project conducted almost 300 lesson
observations, and in-depth interviews with teachers, social studies department chairs, and
principals in 16 demographically diverse high schools, divided into three types as described
earlier. Rather than concentrating on differences between individual teachers, the goal of the
project was to understand what is required for department-wide promotion of higher order
thinking.

Since we sought estimates of the highest levels of classroom thoughtfulness, the
strategy was to concentrate on those teachers in each department who emphasized higher
order thinking the most. But we also wanted evidence that opportunities for thoughtfulness
were available to all students, not restricted to the high achievers. The department chair at
each school selected three main courses, taught by different teachers, to be observed at least
four times over the school year. The three classes were to illustrate as much higher order
thinking as possible, but they were to include (a) a class with a substantial proportion of lower
and middle achieving students,. (b) a history course with a diverse range of students, and (c)
any other class that best illustrated an emphasis on higher order thinking (which usually
comprised high achievers). Our analyses are based on four lesson observations from each of
these three classes, plus six other lessons observed in each department drawn from at least
two additional teachers. Within scheduling constraints, teachers were encouraged to select
for our observation those lessons that placed most emphasis on higher order thinking. In
addition to recording ratings on the 5-point dimensions, observers also wrote descriptive
notes, especially to elaborate on high-scoring dimensions.

Teachers, department chairs, and principals completed at least two hours of int.-rviews.
These probed their written responses to questionnaires that expiated their conceptions of and
commitment to higher order thinking as an educational goal, the factors they perceived as
necessary to accomplish it, the barriers that stand in the way, and the kind of leadership
devoted to it within the school.

Students were interviewed and/or survcrcd about the kind of instruction they find
engaging and challenging. In the representative and restructured schools students also took
a test the called for higher order thinking: writing a persuasive essay on a constitutional issue.

Implications for Practice

The project has implications for curriculum, teaching, assessment, and program development
in high school social studies.

1. Curriculum. The project's conception of higher order thinking can be applied to all
curriculum topics in social studies for students at any age any from any cultural background.
It recommends that curriculum be planned around novel cognitive challenges and that content
be oriented to developing in-depth understanding of knowledge, intellectual skills, and
dispositions of thoughtfulness.
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2. Teaching. The six main qualities of classroom thoughtfulness provide specific criteria to
guide teaching and classroom interaction: depth, coherence, time, challenge, student
reasoning, and teacher modeling. Th-ae are applicable to teaching a variety of content and
can help to organize teachers' reflection on their practice.

3. Assesment. The test of persuasive writing on a constitutional issue and the criteria for
scoring provide a new instrument for reliably assessing higher order thinking in high school
social studies.

4. Program Development. Programs to promote higher order thinking in high school social
studies will need to confront five main barriers: education conceived as transmission of a
broad survey of information; law expectations for student thinldng; the large number of
students taught per teacher; lack of planning time for teachers; and a culture of professional
isolation. These can be overcome through departmental and principal leadership that builds
departmental consensus on the goal of promoting higher order thinking and a culture of
collaboration among teachers to develop curriculum and to systematically examine teaching
consistent with the goal. The project's conception of thinking, its criteria for classroom
thoughtfulness, and its test of persuasive writing on a constitutional issue can be used in staff
development activities to develop such programs.

Implications for Theory and Further Research

The project developed conceptions of higher order thinking and classroom
thoughtfulness that challenge two main approaches to the teaching of thinking. The first is
to construe thinking r the use of a set of highly specific skills that must be explicitly taught.
The second is to assume that productive thinking is to be achieved primarily by mastery of
knowledge within a specific domain of content. By emphasizing a aanplex interplay among
three elements.-in-depth knowledge, skills, and dispositions of thoughtfulnessthe project
offers a more comprehensive theory of thinldng and its development.

Although the project did not set out to develop a theory of school change, it's findings
supported a number of claims of theories of instructional leadership and organizational
effectiveness. These included the importance of department chairs and principals taking
specific action to build staff consensus on school goals and to support teachers in developing
and in examining their own teaching systematically.

The project found that organizational structures alone do not determine the content
or success of educational programs. Some curriculum goals may require or be facilitated
through certain organizational structures, but in general the structural features of schools
(e.g., patterns of control, the number and nature of students served, or the degree of
organizational differentiation) seem independent of the nature of education offered.
Restructuring theory should pay special attention to this point.

The project's most important unanswered question is the extent to which generic
qualities of classroom thoughtfulness help to advance students' higher order thinking about
specific subjects studied. If new methods of assessment can be developed to answer this
question, and if further research on this question can be sponsored, this would make an
important contribution to a persistent theoretical issue: How important are generic qualities
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of teaching versus more systematic orpnization of specific content in teaching students to
think?
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PROJECT 5. RESEARCH ON PROGRAMS AND POLICIES
AFFECTING AT-RISK YOUTH

Principal Investigators: Gary G. Wehlage, Donald R. Moore
Project Start Pat Burden, Suzanne Davenport, Ricardo Fernandez,

Lorene Poison, Mary Gomez, Nancy Lesko, Donald Libby,
Pauline Lipman, Robert A. Rutter, Gregory Smith

Main Questions

During the five years of the Secondary Center, two major research projects focused
on at-risk students. While each proceeded from its own set of questions, they also shared
some central questions. The first project began with a search for schools that were effective
with students considered at risk of dropping out of school. Fourteen alternative schools that
met criteria for effectiveness were identified through a national search. The central questions
for this study were: What are the characteristics of these effective schools? In what ways do
their practices differ from most contemporary public secondary schools?

The fourteen schools were studied for about a year to assemble more detailed
descriptions of their day-to-day operations and to develop a general explanation for their
effectiveness. A variety of quantitative and qualitative data were gathered.

To answer the central questions, the research focused on social relations between
students and teachers, curriculum and instruction, and school organization and structure.
With respect to social relations, our questions were designed to produce descriptions of the
ways in which teachers and students interacted and the extent to which this interaction
differed from what students had previously experienced. The concept of "social bonding"
between students and the school initially guided our research and eventually led us to
conceptualize and assess the strength of "school membership" for students. School
membership became central to the initial study and was pursued in the subsequent study.

Inquiry into curriculum and instruction focused on the extent to which students were
exposed to different content and/or instruction from what was offered in mainstream schools.
Since most of the students had records of poor academic performance (although some showed
indications of high ability), in what ways did these schools attempt to engage students in
academic pursuits, and to what extent were students able to achieve based on standard
measures of achievement? Our findings about the curriculum strategies used to promote
engagement have provided a basis for continued research about at-risk students.

The organization and structure of these alternative learning environments generated
questions about the relationship between organizational factors and student experiences, and
it also raised issues about teachers' working conditions. Some of these factors were the small
size of the schools, the increased time available to teachers to collaborate in their work, and
the strengthened role of teachers in decision making and governance. In what ways were
these alternative structures able to eliminate some of the impediments to school success for
at-risk stuaents? In what ways did these structures assist teachers in using practices they
believed were necessary with at-risk students?
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In the second major project, we studied school reforms for at-risk students at a
systemic level. Rather than choosing exemplaty or alternative schools, we studied
conventional schools that were part of the Annie E. Casey Foundation's New Futures
Initiative designed to promote a variety of innovations across youth-serving institutions
including the restructuring of schools. The central questions here concenied the possibility
of improving education for students at risk with a particular emphasis on collaboration
between schools and other youth-serving agencies.

Based on findings from the first study, we wanted to know how large conventional
schools could fostor greater membership and engagement for at-risk students. Towhat extent
could whole schools develop the kinds of relations between studeuts and teachers that were
found essential to the succeu of students in the fourteen alternatives? To what extent could
these schools develop curriculum utilizing the principles underlying student experiences in the
best alternatives? How could large conventional schools be reorganized to create conditions
that teachers needed to work effectively with at-risk students?

New Futures raised additional questions about the relationship between schools and
various community agencies responsible for the welfare of youth. How can schools best
coordinate with these external resources in developing support to help at-risk students
succeed in school? An even more important issue was whether a new organization in tar h
community dedicated to the coordination of youth services could also develop the political
leverage needed to bring about fundamental school reforms.

Main Findings

The study of fourteer alternative schools indicated that the most successful of these
can be viewed as prototypes that respond to the diverse characteristics of at-risk students.
The successful schools were especially effective in diminishing students' sense of alienation
from formal education, providing avenues of interaction between teachers and students that
reduced social isolation, and creating an atmosphere of acceptance that students had not
experienced in large comprehensive high schools. These effects were due in part to teachers
functioning in an "extended role" of counselor and confidante regarding out-of-school as well
as in-school problems. These schools also provided teachers greater collective control over
the school environment. Shared decision making about important conditions of work for
students and teachers appeared to enhance teachers' sense of efficacy in dealing with school
problems.

These characteristics nurtured a different school culture that both students and
teachers identified as central to the school's effectiveness. Effectiveness was measured
through observation and testimony, and questionnaire data were also gathered on several
social-psychological constructs. Based on pre-/posttest results, a number of schools had
positive effects on students' social bonding to teachers and school, self-esteem, academicself-
concept, and locus of control. Also improved were attendance, behavior, and the number of
credits earned.

The study resulted in a theory of dropout prevention (see Figure 1) built on two
intermediate euucational goalsschool membership and educational engagement. These
concepts help to specify critical school factors that maximize productive sociai relations
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between staff and students and effective forms of learning and curriculum. The theory
hypothesizes school membership as the foundation on which educational engagement is built.
As intermediate goals, they are euential to the ultimate outcomes of personal development
and academic achievement. The theory is based on data indicating that schools were effective
with at-risk students because they found a variety of ways of reducing impediments to
membership and engagement.

Typically a number of impediments prevent students from attaining membership and
engagement. Membership is blocked in several ways, such as students' lack of adjustment to
changing institutional demands as they move to new schools and higher grades. Adjustment
problems often are manifested in the transition from middle to high school as new teachers
and expectations are encountered. A major impediment that many students face is the
increasing difficulty of academic work. The inability of old coping strategies to be successful
results in failure and negative labels for these students. Lack of success in school is
humiliating to most students, and in self-defense they posture an don't care" attitude.

Another impediment is the lack of fit between the formal goals of schooling and
students' perception of their own goals and opportunities. An institution that stresses
preparation for more schooling, particularly college, is not congruent with the future
projected by many at-risk student& Finally, isolation of students from peers and adults is a
major impediment to membership. As youth make the difficult transition to becoming
independent adults, they encounter increasing social distance between themselves and
significant adults, including teachers, who can provide guidance on a host of personal
decisions. Most of the alternative schools made conscious efforts and were successful, to
some degree, in reducing the magnitude of the impediments involving adjustment, difficulty,
incongruence and isolation.

Educational engagement also is blocked by impediments. The effect of these is to
make learning neither intrinsically interesting nor extrinsically rewarding. Engagement is
often undermined because learning is narrowly conceived to mean the "coverage" of
fragmented bits of knowledge and skill. When ratricted to a formalized style associated with
books and courses, learning appears unrelated to life and to the "real work" people do outside
of school. The result is that at-risk students become alienated from formal education, further
reducing their chances of social and economic mobility.

The Casey Foundation's New Futures Initiative provided an opportunity to study
further the implications of fmdings from the alternative schools. Eight conventional middle
and high schools were studied to determine whether conditions could be created that
produced greater student membership and academic engagement as well as more positive
outcomes of achievement and lower dropout rates. After two years in a five-year program,
four tentative findings have emerged.

First, in responding to at-risk students, educators in large traditional urban schools
tended to add "supplementary" programs to the existing school program. For example, three
districts added variations of an extended day program to provide time for extracurricular
activities. Although the New Futures schools had implemented a wide variety of programs
by the second year, by and large these did not alter the "fundamental" characteristics and
regularities of school, and these supplementary programs generally have not proved powerful
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enough to increase the membership and engagement of most targeted students. In part, the
reliance on supplementary programs was rooted in beliefs that students were at risk primarily
because of family and community pathologies and that the schools should remediate and treat
these problems directly so that students could then be more successful in school.

Unlike the alternative schools that had set out to create a difkrent school
environment, the New Futures schools retained most of their traditional school characteristics.
While programs involving an extended school day, individual success plans for students, in-
school suspension rooms, and early morning tutoring probably served some students well, the
impact on social relations between students and teachers and the curriculum were limited or
nonexistent With basic social and academic experiences of students unchanged in school,
neither membership nor academic engagement were enhanced. Not surprisingly, dropout
rates and academic achievement remained unaffected.

A second finding was that even those few programs that offered fundamental change
and were powerful enough to have impact on at-risk students did not lead to school-wide
changes that affected all at-risk students. These interventions targeted specific groups of
students judged to be most at risk and thus many others were not affected. In part, this was
because educators tended to believe comprehensive school-wide changes were not needed.
Again, the perception was that some portion of students was suffering from deficits and
pathologies, and the main task was to identify these students and "fix" them so that they could
re-enter the mainstream school. For example, one district offered a highly structured
programmed learning laboratory that altered substantially students' typical classroom
experience. The program offered a different kind of curriculum and also held out the
possibility of "accelerated promotion" for students who had previously been retained in grade.
But the program was restricted to about sixty of the nearly one thousand students in each
middle school and had no impact on the mainstream structure or culture of the school.

A third finding was that policy and structural changes that were introduced to affect
the whole school did not lead to changes in the deep culture governing teaching, learning,
and adult relations with students. Restructuring tended to be superficial and did not promote
membership and engagement. In one district where "clusters" grouped teachers and students
into "houses" with the intention of promoting closer relations between students and staff, little
actual change has occurred. Social relations tended to remain adversarial and little
collaboration occurred among staff to change curriculum and instruction even though
opportunities to do so were frequent.

Fourth, changes in the four school systems tended to be conceived and implemented
in a "top-down" fashion that minimized the ownership of change among building level staff.
Because teachers did not participate in the initiation of various programs, many remained
unconvinced about the need for change and uncommitted to the implementation of programs.
As a result, new programs for at-risk students lost potency after being introduced. This
finding about the ineffectiveneu of a largely top-down strategy of change is consistent with
a number of other studies during the last two decades.

In addition, we commissioned a study of issues of admission and access for at-risk
students to special schools and programs in four cities. Moore and Davenport (1989; in
press) found a tendency for schools of choice and magnets to attract concentrations of the
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moat academically able students, which worsened conditions of teaching and learning in
neighborhood high schools. They conclude that schools of choice in the four large urban
systems studied work to undermine educational equity for poor, minority and disadvantaged
youth.

Methodology

The first study involving fourteen alternative schools utilized qualitative and
quantitative methodologies. Each school was visited for about fifteen days over the school
year. During the visits observations were recorded of classrooms and other events; interviews
were conducted of students, teachers, and administrators. Most schools were visited by more
than one observer, but one individual was responsible for writing a case study based on a
common set of hypotheses and questions across the sites. In addition, several kinds of
quantitative data were gathered such as grades, disciplinary infractions, and attendance.
Students in each school were given pre- and posttests in reading and writing and the
Wisconsin Youth Survey. The last is an instrument designed to measure social-psychological
constructs such as sociocentric reasoning, social bonding to peers, social bonding to school,
academic self-concept, negative teacher behavior, perception of opportunity, acceptance of
conventional roles, locus of control, and self-esteem. These various data were used to
construct case studies of each school that, in turn, became the data base for the final analysis
and interpretation of the study that is found in Weh lege et al. (1989).

The methodology for the study of the New Futures Initiative had many similarities
with the first. Many of the questions pursued were implications developed from the first
study, such as the importance of students developing school membership and academic
engagement. However, a number of additional questions about the conception and
implementation of restructuring measures were also pursued. Like the first, it combined
qualitative and quantitative techniques. Qualitative data were gathered from eight schools,
two in each of the four cities. More intensive and systematic observations and interviews
were undertaken in this study in comparison with the first Each of the four cities had a
primary researcher based at the University of Wisconsin-Madison who was responsible for
conducting his/her own research and supervising local field researchers who were able to
make frequent visits to schools. The primary researchers made about six week-long visits to
each city during each of the two school years. Along with data provided by the local field
researcher, periodic written reports were produced to document the development of the New
Futures educational agenda.

Quantitative data were gathered through the management information system that was
required of each New Futures school system. Data on students in all of a district's schools
were available, including the targeted New Futures students. Definitions and procedures for
reporting outcomes like dropout rates were common across all schools as stipulated by the
Casey Foundation. Implementation of these definitions and procedures has been monitored
as part of the research to guarantee validity and reliability of the data. Ten outcome variables
have been monitored including academic achieverAent attendance, dropout rates, suspensions,
and course failures. In addition, a questionnaire has been used to obtain information about
students' views of school, sexual behavior, and employment experiences.
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Implications for Policy and Practice

The findings from the two studies indicate that it is possible to develop schools that
are successful with a van tty of students considered at risk of dropping out. Since it is
presumably easier to develop small alternative schools than it is to restructure large
comprehensive schools, perhaps part of a raitructuring agenda must include the development
of small alternatives. While there is no single model of an effective school, there are
characteristics that promote a common set of intermediate goals.membership and
engagement. As intermediate outcomes they are necessary in order to obtain lower dropout
rates and higher student achievement.

Eight recommendations for policy and practice were developed from the two studies;
some of these are addressed to schools, others to districts and state education departments.

1. Permanent alternative schools should be established by districts as part of a
comprehensive dropout prevention effort. These alternative schools need to be high
status organizations with sufficient resources to attract quality staff.

2. In cooperation with state departments of education, districts should develop
alternatives that participate in operiments with new curricula for at-risk students.

3. State policy should require each district to establish a management information system
that maintains data on a wide range of outcomes related to school effectiveness.

4. Schools should plan programs based on careful analysis of student outcome data.

5. Effective use of data by schools as they consider program development implies a high
degree of site-based management. Schools should have sufficient autonomy to
generate a sense of ownership and accountability for creating effective practices with
at-risk students.

6. Given complementary elements of autonomy and accountability, schools should be
assisted by freeing educators from state and district policies that restrict
experimentation and entrepreneurship. Currently many schools claim they are
prevented from experimenting with curriculum and instruction because of state
regulations.

7. Districts and state departments of education should move from an Input" to an
"outcome" strategy of accountability. But careful thought needs to go into
determining what outcomes will be measured and how they will be measured. For
example, academic achievement should be measured less by norm referenced tests and
more by authentic performance criteria. The effectiveness of schools should also be
measured by other outcomes such as dropout rates, attendance, course failure,
suspensions, and retention in grade.

8. School restructuring should include finding ways to use a broad range of community
resources. Collaboration among schools, social service providers, institutions of higher
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education, and the business community must occur if students are to receive the kind
of education needed to be productive citizens and workers.

Implications for Theory and Research

Our continuing research on the New Futures Initiative pursues the question of
whether urban systems can restructure schools to serve at-risk students. Our hypothesis is
that success depends on the extent to which building level staff can learn to operate under
new conditions with new roles and responsibilities that allow them to address educational
problems. Initially, we assume that restructuring requires educators to become bold critics
of their own system. As critics they need to discuss with their colleagues and superiors a
number of key issues. For example, how can the school provide students with an environment
that promotes membership and with a curriculum characterized by authentic achievement?
The answers to such questions must be developed out of reflection that produces enough
consensus to encourage school-wide initiative for change.

Our research suggests that reflection by educators is not enough; it must bc
accompanied by the opportunity and obligation to act. Many school systems, including those
studied as part of New Futures, are organized to minimize the opportunity for teachers to act
in solving problems. Educators are generally constrained by a number of factors including
state regulations and union contracts and also by the weight of tradition and institutional
inertia. To empower educators to respond to educational problems at the building level will
probably require redefinition of roles and responsibilities within educational systems.

We also assume that substantially more effective schools require a new relationship
between the community and schools. Two major issues that stand in the way of change are
additional resources and the political license to act. The power of the community ultimately
lies behind the resolution of these issues. In addition to more generous financing, schools
need to collaborate with the wealth of resources that already exist. For example, schools
need to work with social services in response to students' nonschool problems. Also, there
is a need for schools to tap the resources held by business and higher education as they seek
to make schools more responsive to the educational needs of students. How to create this
collaboration and integration is something that is only just beginning to be explored.

Probably more important is the need for communities to establish a political and moral
imperative for restructuring schools. From a moral standpoint, greater attention and
commitment is needed in serving the at-risk population in most urban systems. How
communities can generate this moral and political authority for change Ls an issue of primary
importance in the decade ahead.

New Futures provides a new institution, the collaborative, that is intended to help
establish this moral and political authority. Collaborative* are intended to build a
constituency powerful enough to authorize school change and promote greater accountability
for the success of at-risk students. As a broadly based community institution, the
collaborative is situated to raise issues about coordinating resources, providing for
relationships among youth-serving institutions, and establishing new criteria for educational
accountability. Whether potential points of conflict b4ween school boards and collaboratives
can be resolved is part of the research agenda in the next three years.
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Of course, it may be that our hypotheses about bottom-up initiative for change may
be unsubstantiated. Research is needed to clarify the extent to which various forms of top-
down reform can also bring about change and greater accountability at the school leveL It
may be that state policy in the form of mandated curricula, more sophisticated high-stakes
testing, and accountability assessment as well as various financial inducements will prove to
be powerful levers of change. Research should continue to probe the relative strength and
balance between strategies of bottom-up and top-down restructuring.
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PROJECT 6. ALTERNATWE STRUCTURES AND THE
QUALITY OF TEACHERS' WORKLIFE

Principal Investigatorm Karen Seashore Louis, Richard A. Roumiller
Project StaM Stewart C. Purkey, Sheila Rosenblum, Bets Ann Smith

Main Questions

A key assumption of this research program was that student engagement depends, in
large measure, on the degree to which teachers are also engaged in the daily tasks of working
with students in and out of classrooms. This assumption, corroborated by research done both
in and outside of the Center, implies that a concern with the conditions of teachers' work is
not simply a matter of effective personnel management but is central to the task of improving
student achievement. This project built on the Center's earlier study of teacher engagement
in ordinary high schools (Metz, Hemmings, & Tyree, 1988). Here we examined similar issues
and variables, but in schools with alternative structures.

Three main questions directed the work of this program:

1. To what extent does the implementation of alternative structures in schools affect
the conditions of teachers' work?

2. How do improved conditions of work affect teachers' commitment to teaching
and their subject matter, to their school, and to their students?

3. How do principal support and school culture moderate the effects of
restructuring on teacher engagement?

An alternatively structured school was defined as one that had implemented significant
and deliberate efforts to achieve the seven characteristics of teachers' work listed below.
These aspects of teachers' quality of worklife (TQWL) were derived from a broad review of
the literature on quality of worklife and educational reform; they represent the conditions
mentioned in questions 1 and 2 above.

1. Respect from relevant adults. This incluies faculty peers, administrators in the school
and district, parents, and the community at large. Many observers of the current educational
scene (both in the U.S. and in other developed countries) point out that it is the lack of
respect from parents and administrators, along with public discussions of poorly prepared and
underperforming teachers, that has contributed to the demoralization of the teaching force
and the reluctance of current students to consider teaching as a career. Interestingly, teachers
in many other countries with quite different educational systems, such as Sweden and the
Netherlands, have begun to express similar concerns.

2. Participation in decision making. Having influence over decisions that affect both the
way in which the school operates and the way work is carried out augments the teachers'
sense of control over their work setting. A considerable body of research suggests that, where
workersprofessional or otherwiseare given genuine opportunities to make decisions about
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how to organize and cany out their work, perceived satisfaction, engagement, and
performance increase.

3. Frequent and stimulating professional interaction. Collaborative work with peers
increases teachers' sense of affiliation with the school and their sense of mutual support and
responsibility for the effectiveness of instruction. Collaboration is associated with increased
commitment to carry out more substantial (and difficult) innovations that affect instruction.
As a number of researchers have indicated, increased sense of community brings important
benefits.

4. Frequent accurate feedback, leading to a higher sense of efficacy. Teachers' work
is characterized by high levels of uncertainty. Although teachers often indicate that they can
teIl whether they have succeeded with students, they have few mechanisms for determining
their actual impact. Mechanisms that permit teachers to obtain frequent and accurate
feedback about the specific effects of their performance on student learning may contribute
to teachers' sense of efficacy and thereby motivate more teacher effort.

5. Use of skills and knowledge. Teachers' work is very challenging. The opportunity
to experiment and to acquire new skills and knowledge (self-development) over the life-time
of a career may be particularly critical in retaining teacher involvement with work and
preventing a sense of dull routine. This may require not only high quality inservice and
additional formal training that focuses on the elaboration of teaching roles in the classroom,
but also the opportunity to perform other roles in the school such as counselor, project
leader, mentor, or curriculum developer.

6. Resources to carry out the job. A pleasant, orderly physical working environment
is necessary to maintain even minimal commitment. While schools do not need to be
luxuriously equipped, they must have sufficient and adaptable resources to support teacher
experimentation.

7. Goal congruence. Teachers must feel a connection between their personal goals
and values and those of tne school as a whole. Where values and goals are not congruent,
alienation is likely to result. Teachers and administrators seem to agree on the general goals
of cognitive ach:evement and personal and social development for students, but agreement
with the slogans can obscure disagreement over specific curriculum, and administrator and/or
teacher behavior can also undermine these goals, which reduces congruence.

Main Findings

1. To what extent does the implementation of alternative structures in schools
affect the conditions of teachers' work?

To =mine this question, we relied not only on our own data, but also on the case
reports of Phase I conventionally structured schools, as well as other recently published
reports about the conditions of American high schools. In addition, %V.r. examined differences
in degree of restructuring among the schools in our sample.
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Modest restructuring of schools can have a significant effect on the quality of
worklife for most teachers. Differences between the quality of worklife that we observe. in
the eight case study schools and that reported by Metz and her colleagues in the Phase I
research were easily visible. Phase I teachers in nonaffluent communities reported working
conditions that were isolating and often alienating, ambiguous in expectation, and
unmotivating. In contrast, the teaches% in the schools that we studied typically reported that
they "wouldn't want to work in any other school." They backed up this general enthusiasm
with specific details about what contributed to their satisfaction.

The types of restructuring that appeared to have the most positive effects were those that
supported:

Increased collegial and collaborative work among teachers such as changes in
scheduling that permitted more teacher meetings during the school day. Teachers
valued chances to work on curriculum and other types of school development
activities most highly. In those districts that had uniform curricula, the schools in our
study negotiated exceptions for themselves, or ignored district rules to develop their
own approaches. Thus, restructuring that emphasized school-based curriculum had
positive effects on TQWL

Enhanced opportunities within the school to use and develop new skills such as
all-school, tcacher-organized inservice activities, teacher mentoring programs, or
programs that provided grants to teachers todevelop new programs. Programs that
drew on the talents of teachers within the school, or used %raining of trainer"
models so that expertise was developed among the staff, were viewed most positively
by teachers. Traditional professional development activities oriented mainly toward
individual teachers, such as attending conferences, district-wide inservice, and taking
comes were seen as less effective, largely because they were less likely to help whole
teams, departments, or schools reach common goals.

Improved feedback on performance from colleagues and supervisars, particularly
efforts to "open the classroom door" by encouraging teachers and administrators to
observe classes and discuss teaching, but without formal assessment of teaching.
Frequent class visitations occurred, however, in only two of the schools. Teachers in
these schools remarked on how easy it was to ask for help from other teachers. In
other schools, 4A-schers who took advantage of the enhanced opportunities for
feedback were m...)re committed than those who did not. In all of the schools,
however, open discussion about practices of good teaching was more frequent than
in traditionally structured schools.

These opportunities appeared to be strongly associated with teachers' perm., .ions that
other professionals in the schools shared their own educational goals and values. In other
words, increasing opportunities to communicate and sharesignificantly reduced the alienation
that Metz and others have observed among both teachers and students in typical high se ^ols.

One surprise of the study was the lack of significance attributed to teachers' formal
participation in decision-making. Although all of the schools in our study had some means
of involving teachers in decision making, schools that had more elaborate, formal mechanisms
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to give teachers a voice in bchool policy did not seem to be better places for teachers than
those that did not. Furthermore, when questioned about these structures, few teachers felt
that they were critical. Rather, teachers and administrators defined empowerment more
broadly as the need to "ensure that teachers have the resources, training and administrative
support to become involved and engaged." As one teacher said, "It is okay to have a
traditionally structured high school. That is no problem [for teacher engagement]. However,
I personally believe that what really satisfies a teacher is the opportunity to speak out . . . we
speak out, we're free to critique something, we're free to give advice, to pat each other on
the back."

Teachers and administrators did, however, point to the need to institutionalize
philosophical commitment to increasing teacher influence by creating steering committees,
allocating release time for teachers to become involved in serious ways, having administrative
"open door policies," and having decentralized budgets that can support teacher suggestions
and ideas. There was consistent emphasis on the need to 'provide opportunities for teachers
to make important instructional decisions" through collaborative decision making. However,
the type of empowerment that was most satisfying took the form of broad informal influence
over the school, rather than the formal, delegated right to participate in specific types of
decisions.

2. How do improved coaditions of work affect teachers' commitment to teaching and
their subject matter, to their school, and to their students?

Our qualitative analysis identified four distinctive types of engagement.

Engagement with the school as a social unit. This form of engagement create% a
sense of community and personal caring among adults within the schools and
facilitates integration between teachers' personal life and worklife.

Engagement with students as unique whole individuals rather than as "empty vessels
to be failed." This form of engagement seems to motivate teachers to respond to
students undergoing personal crises, or to be more sensitive and aware of adolescent
development. It is believed to be particularly important for retention of at-risk
students.

Engagement with the academic goals of the school. Teachers may be socially
integrated and care for students yet fail to generate an atmosphere of high academic
expectations.

Engagement with the body of knowledge needed to carry out effective teaching. In
secondary schools, teachers must be energized to access and incorporate in the
curriculum new material from changing subject fields. In addition, teachers must be
energized to keep up with instructional and pedagogical innovations, to improve the
excitement of the classroom environment.

A quantitative analysis of survey data did not distinguish among these dimensions, but,
considering engagement as a combination of these factors, we found that teacher quality of
worklife was positively associated with teacher engagement (approximately one quarter of the
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variance in teacher engagement is explained by the TQWL variables). This was corroborated
by interview and observational data. Four quality of worklife variables seemed to stand out
as critical for teacher engagement: respect (which we view as the "first among equals" in
affecting teacher commitment), opportunities for collaborative work, opportunities to use and
develop new skills, and a sense of goal congruence.

1 How do principals sad school culture affect teacher commitment?

The principal emerged as more critical than we had predicted. In each of the schools,
there was either historically or currently a principal who had helped teachers to redesign the
dominant restructuring program. The principal, to a great event, set the tone for a sense of
respect for the professional work of teachers. And, our study suggests that where teachers
are treated with respectand, in turn, treat students with respectteacher quality of worklife
is high even where there is little other evidence of significant restructuring. Conversely,
teachers who do not feel respected by administrators, other teachers, and students are caught
up in a work environment that cannot be fulfilling no matter how many other opportunities
are available to them.

Principalswhether the original change agent or a successorworked in many ways
to buffer teachers from regulations or external demands that would distract their attention
from teaching and learning. They worked to ensure that minimally adequate resources would
be available, and they consciously tried to be simultaneously nurturing and demanding.
Teachers often reported that their principal inspired them because of a willingness to take
risks, particularly by confronting poor teaching practices and negative educational influences
in the community. In addition, the principals consistently supported acaring environment for
students.

This last point reinforces the importance of school culture. The eight schools were
consistently and very strongly characterized by a *culture of caring" for students that
emphasized not only respect for them as individuals, but also a concern about their personal
lives both in and outside the school. The climate of a number of these high schools was
deliberately more like a middle school than a typical high school. Many structures (such as
study advisory programs) existed that were intended to increase the frequency of personal,
informal contact between teachers and students.

Methodology

The eight schools chosen for the study demonstrated significant rhanges in the
conditions affecting teachers' work that had been in place for at least three years. Special
efforts were made to locate schools serving poor and minority children. In selecting schools,
we tried to maximize variety in the community context, in the socioeconomic and racial
mixture of students, and in the kinds of alternative structures that were being implemented.
Among the eight were urban schools in low-income areas, suburban schools of mixed race and
socioeconomic status, a semirural school, and an affluent middle class school. Each is briefly

described.

AMPHITHEATER HIGH SCHOOL, located in Tucson, enrolls 2500 students in

grades 9-12. It enrolls a large cross-section of urban and suburban familia. Through the
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incentives of grants, "venture capital," and an "Innovation Center," teachers have been
developing new programs for their students and themselves, such as a three-period block for
intensive study and a media program that offers an interdisciplinary approach to learning.
Most teacher-developed curricula are team taught. Amphi also sponsors a career ladder
program, a peer observation program, and a small administrative assistant program that allows
teachers to work half their time teaching and half in administration.

ARTESIA HIGH SCHOOL serves 2000 9-10th graders from southeastern Los
Angeles county. A school alive with diversity, Artesia enrolls students from Hispanic,
Filipino, Southeast Asian, black and white families. Twenty to thirty percent are from
disadvantaged families. They have implemented a wide range of renewal efforts that include
a 32-member Key Planners group, a School Improvement Council, seven Mentor and
Instructional Resource Teachers, an increase in departmental decision making, and much staff
development conducted by and for teachers.

THE BAILEY ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL is a grades 7-12 school that accepts
students from anywhere inside the Jackson, Mississippi, school district on a first come, first
serve basis. The r rajority of the 600 students are black and many come from families that
are poor. Bailey teachers are committed to a philosophy of open student-centered education.
The school has been encouraging teachers to work together to try new ways of teaching and
to participate more in school decisions. Bailey teachers take part in a Shared Governance
Committee that gives teachers an equal voice in a consensus system of hiring decisions and
school policy making.

CENTRAL PARK EAST SECONDARY SCHOOL is a grades 7-12 school in New
York's District #4Spanish Harlem. A "choice school," it has no entrance requirement other
than a desire to attend the program and serves 450 mostly Hispanic and black students from
the neighborhood. Each day is organized around one Humanities block one Math/Science
block and one Advisory block. Teachers work in block teams, which meet weekly for 2-3
hours. Consistent with its philosophy of "teacher as generalist" to maximize teacher-student
relationships, CPESS has very few specialists, no counsellors, and no deans.

FAIRDALE HIGH SCHOOL is in Jefferson County, Kentucky. Most students come
from working- and middle-class families (some hard hit by unemployment), but 35% of the
students (mostly minorities) are bussed in from the west side of Louisville. The school enrolls
around 1150 students in grades 9-12. In 1986 Fairdale teachers voted to join the Geens
Professional Development Academy. Since then they have initiated a faculty steering
committee, teacher guided assistance periods, an academic/technical minimagnet, a ninth-grade
bridge program, a amity "advance" (versus a "retreat") and other programs.

FLATHEAD HIGH SCHOOL is situated in Kalispell, in northwest Montana, and
serves 1450 10-12th graders. Flathead serves a very broad range of students, from those of
professional families that live in town, to the children of farming and logging families that live
thirty mil= away. Flathead has had a long tradition of what we now call site-based
management. Teachers have been able to participate in decision making both at the
department level and at the district level through district-wide committees. Most recently,
Flathead teachers have voted to reassemble a teacher advisory team. They are also involved
in significant curriculum redesign :a reduce the number of electives and student tracking.
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SOUMFIELD HIGH SCHOOL, situated in a northwest suburb of Detroit, has 1700

students in grades 9-12. Over the last decade the school has shifted from serving mostly white
to mostly black middle-class families. It did so without experiencing significant disruptions in
climate, achievement, or teacher commitment to the school. The school's emphasis is on
empowering both teachers and students. Teachers have been involved in an impressive
spectrum of affective education projects, and all teachers participate in school decision making
through a faculty senate.

WESTSIDE HIGH SCHOOL serves 1500 students from the western suburbs of
Omaha in grades 9-12. While offering a broad curriculum, Westside focuses on college prep.
For over twenty years Westside has built its program around many of the reform ideas
currently being discussed. Many claws are team taught; it uses a nontraditional schedule;
and it encourages one-on-one work between teachers and students by providing a network
of media centers and labs where teachers and students can work when not in clam Teachers
at Westside are involved in decision making at the course, department, and school level
through teacher teams. They have also been involved in long range planning.

Survey, interview, and observational data were collected during approximately 11 days
of on-site work at each school. An initial one-day visit was made by a staff member to gather
preliminary material and to prepare for the main site visit. During this day, interviews were
held with students, faculty and the principal. Later, on a one-week site visit, two staff
members gathered data through observing 16 classes (4 each of math, science, English, and
social studio, covering high, middle, and lower track classes where relevant). Each of the 16
teachers was interviewed for approximately an hour. Department chairs for all major
departments were interviewed for an hour as welL Two group interviews were held with a
cross-section of students, as well as two group interviews with teachers who had the same
"prep period" and who were not part of the observational data collection. The principal was
"shadowed" for a day and interviewed informally during that time. Additional individuals were
interviewed as appropriate, and the site visitors attended all faculty meetings or other
important events that occurred during the week. The product of the site visit was a case
report, in addition to transcriptions of the individual teacher interviews.

Implications for Practice

A number of key implications for practice can be drawn:

1. Restructuring of certain types can significantly improve teachers' perceived
working conditions and, consequently, their commitment to their school, their teaching, and
their students.

2. The impacts of formal restructuring, such as school-site management, career
ladders, or development of schools-within-schools, may be felt most profoundly in those
schools where teachers' working conditions are now the least rewardingin demoralized urban
schools, and in nonurban setting where the community does not automatically reinforce high
levels of commitment to and achievement in the schooL Restructuring can help tobreak the
"iron law of social class" by which teachers are presumed inevitably to find greater satisfaction
in working with advantaged, highly motivated students.
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3. There are many effective ways to restructure. No single model stands out in this
study, although all of the schools with the highest teacher quality of worklife had made
serious efforts to grapple with issues of how to bring teachers together for professional
growth and collaborative work.

4. Many of the structural changes that proved most critical to improving teachers'
work assumed school-site autonomy. While this study did not make significant efforts to
examine district policies, we were struck by the degree to which these schools existed in
environments that promoted school-based developmentor, alternatively, negotiated
autonomy in district settings that were more centralized.

5. Revolutionary structural changes are not always necessary. Although the schools
in the study that had the most innovative structures also had exceptionally high teacher
quality of worklife, some of the least restructured (in terms of the formal programs that we
examined) were also high in TQWL and commitment.

6. Changes in climate, culture, and leadership are as critical as formal restructuring.
While structural changes send important symbolic messages about what the school should be,
and create environments in which teachers have the resources of time and support for
innovation and improvement, they must also nurture and reflect broader changes in values
and human relationships in the schools. When teachers and students believe that they are
working in a caring and stimulating environment, school-specific structural changes can evolve
to fit specific needs and preferences of the schooL

Implications for Theory and Further Research

The study has contributed to theory in several ways.

1. It defined a framework for the investigation of teachers' workthe teacher quality
of worklife dimensions. The dimensions improve discussions of teachers' worklife by
identifying aspects of work that (a) can be compared across schools and countries and (b) can
be changed through administrative, structural, and human relations interventions.

2. It verified the framework through both qualitative interviews and survey
measures. The data collection process suggested some refmements in the initial TQWL
formulationfor example, that respect was a precondition for other quality of worklife factors,
and that feedback and sense of efficacy, which were initially assumed to be interchangeable
dimensions, were, in fact, separr e. Nevertheless, the framework is largely supported as both
meaningful to teachers and pre leave of teacher engagement.

3. It located key characteristics of alternatively structured schools that help to
account for the higher levels of TQWL and engagement. Our initial model suggested that
factors other than commonly discussed devices for restructuring (such as teacher
empowerment, site-based management or teacher accountability) might be critical. We did
not pre-identify the structures, leadership, or cultural features of schools that might contribute
to effective restructuring but let these emerge during the field work and data analysis. We
identified some specific principal roles (such as modeling risk-taking for teachers and
alternative modes of buffering teachers' work from disruption) rnd features of school culture
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(such as caring) that contfibute to raising the effectiveneu of schools as workplaces. Future
research can begin to investigate these more systematically.

4. It suggested alternative models of teacher professionalism. The study has
challenged some of the current assumptions about the nature of professionalism among
teachers. Rather than assuming that professionalizing teachers' work means panting more
autonomy and specialization, we found that teachers in these schools articulated an alternative
professional model that incorporated las specialization, greater caring, and more emphasis
on collective responsibility rather than autonomy. Our findings are tentative since they
emerged inductively as part of the qualitative field work. The notion of an alternative model
for teacher professionalism needs further investigation in studies of teachers' work.

A number of critical issues arose during the study that, because they were not fully

anticipated, require additional investigation. Among these are:

The importance of "cultures of caring." We identified the existence of caring cultures
in these schools and were able to document some of the characteristics that set them
apart from more typical schools. However, because of the relatively brief site visits
and the lack of focus on culture as a primary construct, the identification of key
values, norms, structures and leadership to sustain these positive cultures, and to
integrate them with high achievement standards, is an important area for further
investigation.

The role of school context. The focus of the study was on the school rather than on
the total context. While we were able to note differences in district relationships
between the schools, and the impact that they had on teachers' quality of worklife,
the nature of school-district relationships in restructuring schools requires additional
investigation from the school's perspective. Another important contextual issue is the
school's relation to its surrounding community. In the eight schools with alternative
structures we found heightened sensitivity and willingness to"bring the community in,"
particularly in lower socioeconomic settings. Investigations of how restructured schools
relate to their communities is essential for understanding how "schools that are
different" can persist over longer periods of time.
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DISSEMINATION

Center Publications

Malibu List. The Center's mailing list numbers approximately 4900 and comprises a
diverse national audience of practitioners, researchers, professional educational organizations,
deans of colleges and universities, education writers and editors, labs and Centers, ERIC
clearinghouses, Chief State School Officers, and policymakers (both state and federal).

Center newsletters (11) and resource bulletins (8) have been distributed at no charge
to the entire mailing list.

Earduchlynthaga. Twelve research syntheses, listed below, were publicized in
newsletters of professional educational organizations, as well as in Center newsletters and
resource bulletins. They were sold at cost through the Center's Document Service (total sold
was over 5400); a total of approximately 1500 complimentary copies was distributed to
professional educational organizations.

Bennett, S. (1987, Fall).
achievement. 458 sold.

Blank, R. (1989, Fall). educational effects of mapet high schcols. 140 sold.

Brylc, A. S., & Driscoll, M. E. (1988, Fall). The high school as community:
190 sold.
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Conrad, D., & Hedin, D. (1989, Fall). High school community service: A review of
research and_programs. 375 sold.

Curry, L (1990, Spring). Learning styles in secondary schools: A review of
instruments and implications for their use. 395 sold.

Gamoran, A., & Berends, M. (1987, Fall). The effects of stratification in secondary
schools: Synthesis of survey and ethnographic research. 534 sold.

Keating, D. P. (1988, Fall). Adolescents' ability to enzatte in critical thinking. 158
sold.

Newmann, F. M., & Thompson, L A. (1987, Fall). effects of cooperative learning
on achievement in secondary schools: A summary of research. 1,663 sold.

Peterson, K. D. (1989, Spring). Secondary principals and instrucjional leadership:
Complexities in a diverse role. 211 sold.

Slavin, R. E. (1990, Spring). As e tillEoL2uffoll)iimut
schools: A best-evidence synthesis. 712 sold.
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Steinberg, L, Brown, B. B., Cider, M., Kaczmarek, N., & Lazzaro, C. (1988, Fall).
Noninstructional influences on high school student achievement: The
amtributions of parents. peers. extracurricular activities, and part-time work. 258
sold.

Stevenson, R. B. OM, ailfidarkinatilLEILSZNIkrildlieild222.k1S
synthesis of research. 402 sold.

Newsletters and Resburce Bulletins. The following newsletters and resourcebulletins
were published by the Center, mailed to everyone on the mailing list at no charge, and kept
in circulation through frequent requests for back issues. Newsletters and resource bulletins
were also sent to school districts in quantity for inservices and other staff needs when supply
permitted. All newsletters and resource bulletins were edited by Anne Turnbaugh Lockwood.

What does it mean to be at risk? Center newsletter, Fall 1986.

Discipline. Center resource bulletin, Fall 1986.

Is higher order thinking possible in high school? Centey newsletter, Spring 1987.

School-business partnerships. Center resource bulletin, Spring 1987.

Standardized testing: Problem or solution? Center newsletter, Fall 1987.

Support groups in high schools. Center resource bulletin. Fall 1987.

Moral education? Center newsletter, Spring 1988.

Cooperative learning. Center resource bulletin, Spring 1988.

Choice in urban schools: Who benefits? Center newsletter. Fall 1988.

Student recognition programs. Center resource bulletin, Fall 1988.

Keeping at-risk youth in school: Diverse programs, common themes. Center
newsletter, Spring 1989.

Writing across the curriculum. Center resource bulletin, Spring 1989.

Peer influences and academic achievement Center newsletter, Fall 1989.

"I have a dream." Center newsletter, Fall 1989.

Service learning. Resource bulletin, Spring 1990.

Tracking and ability grouping. Center newsletter, Spring 1990.
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Restructuring and the quality of teachers' worklife. Center newslettet, Fall 1990.

Authentic work: Curriculum knowledge and student participation. Center newsletter,
Fall 1990.

Iligsnay. The Center published a periodically updated Bibliography of Raearch
on Secondary Education. The final Bibliography was published in Spring 1990 and was an
annotated version numbering 128 pages. The Center distributed more than 1,500
bibliographies to the public and to professional educational organizations.

Evaluation of Publications. M the recommendation of the Center's National
Advisory Panel, an evaluation was conducted of publications to assess their impact on our
audiences. This focused on newsletters, the bibliography, and research syntheses and
consisted of postage-paid postcards for readers to complete and return to the Center.
Readers of the newsletter provided the largest response. 153 cards were returned,
representing 45% administrators, 32% researchers/professors, 8% teachers, and 14% others.
Approximately 80% rated the quality of newsletters excellent; 20% good; 0% fair or poor.
All respondents said they would recommend newsletters to colleagues. Written comments
on the newsletter were consistently positive. Sixty-two percent of readers rated the
bibliography excellent; 1% as very good; 32% good; 2% fair. Responses to the 8 research
syntheses numbered only 31, an insufficient basis for any conclusions.

Publications by Center Authors

Center staff had a total of 114 articles, chapters, or books published or accepted for
publication. They are listed by project area in Appendix A. Approximately 66 appeared in
journals; 48 are books, monographs, or chapters in books. These publications are about
equally divided between journals and books intended for academic audiences and journals and
books intended for practitioner audiences.

Presentations

Center staff have made approximately 125 presentations to groups that included the
American Educational Research Association, the Stanford Schools Collaborative (Palo Alto,
CA), Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges, Wingspread (Greater Milwaukee
Committee), Phi Delta Kappa, Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,
Society for Research in Child Development, Wisconsin State Reading Association, University
of Michigan, North Central Association of Collega and Schools, Learning Disabilities Center
of Northwestern University, Minnesota Association of Independent Schools, National Council
for the Social Studies, South Carolina Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
National Center for Effective Schools Research and Development, Illinois Association of
School Boards, and the National Association of Secondary School Principals. We estimate
that approximately 9300 people have been reached through these presentations.
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National Leadership

Center staff provided national leadership in advising, consulting, and presentations togroup that included the American Auociation of School Administrators, AASA HigherEducation Gammittee, American Education Fl BMW Auociation, Illinois Association ofSchool Boards, Association ofSupervision andCurriculum Development, National Associationof Secondary School Principals, Qmncil of ChiefState School Officers, Coalition of EssentialSchools, Conference on Choice and Control (Madison, WI), Organization of ResearchCenters, Phi Delta Kappa, Northeast Regional Laboratory, state of South Dakota'sCommission on M-Risk Youth, Wisconsin State Competency Test Committee, EducationCommission of States, National Council of Teachers of English, Learning Disabilities Centerof Northwestern University, Center for Civic Education (Los Angeles), Council for theAdvancement of Citizenship (Washington, DC).
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MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

The main administrative staff consisted of the Center Director (Newmann), Associate
Director (Weh lage), and Dissemination Coordinator (Turnbaugh Lockwood). Principal
investigators shaped the direction of the research through collegial review and collective
decision-making. Beyond review procedures within OERI, the Center used several strategies
to maximize quality control:

1. A National Advisory Panel of distinguished administrators, policymakers, researchers, and
practitioners advised the Center on a yearly basis and conducted two formal evaluations.
Participants are listed in Appendix B.

2. A network consisting of a principal and teacher from seven high schools met on a yearly
basis (from 1985-1989) to advise the research staff on the significance of planned research
and the utility of results and also offered opportunities to conduct pilot studies. Participating
schools are listed in Appendix B.

3. External reviews from researchers and practitioners were obtained prior to the release of
final deliverable products.

4. The dissemination policy emphasized publication of research results through publications
of existing research and practitioner organizations, rather than through the Center itself.
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PROJECT 1: CLEARINGHOUSE ON ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Research Syntheses (available from Center Document Service, WCER, 1025 W. Johnson St.,

Madison, WI 53706. Telephone: 6081263-4214)

Bennett, S. (1987, Fall). New dimensiggs in research on class size and academic
achievement.

Blank, R. (1989, Fall). Educational effects dmagnet high schools.

Bryk, A. S., & Driscoll, M. E. (1988, Fall). The high school as community: Contextual
influences. and consequences for stqsients aqd teachers.

Conrad, D., & Hedin, D. (1989, Fall). High schod. communiv service: A review of research
and programs.

Curry, L (1990, Spring). J.earning styles in seconkazhools: A review of instruments and
implications for their use.

Gamoran, A., & Berends, M. (1987, Fall). ThEsichools.
Synthesis of survey and ethnqgraphiç research.

Keating, D. P. (1988, Fall). &Magog.' ability to engage in critical thinking.

Newmann, F. M., & Thompson, J. A. (1987, Fall). effects of cooperative learnine on
I i!Cl I I : SU 11 :

Peterson, K. D. (1989, Spring)., agamel jusitlal leadership:
e.

Slavin, R. E. (1990, Spring). Achievement effects of ability grouping in secondary srlools:
A best-evidence synthesis. (ERIC No. ED 322 565)

Steinberg, L, Brown, B. B., Cider, M., Kaczmarek, N., & Lazzaro, C. (1988, Fall).
Noninstructiond influences on high school student achievement: The contributions
of parents peers. extracurricular activities, and part-time work.

Stevenson, R. B. (1987, Fall). Staff development for effective secopdary schools: A
synthesis of research.

Annotated Bibliography

National Center on Effective Secondary Schools. (1990, Spring). Bibliography of research
related to secondary educatioq. Madison, WI: National Center on Effective
Secondary Schools.
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PROJECT 2: NONINSTRUCTIONAL INFLUENCES ON
ADOLESCENTS' ACHIEVEMENT

Published

Brown, B. B. (1988). The vital agenda for research on extracurricular influencou A reply
to Holland and Andre. Review of Educational Research, 21, 107-111.

Brown, B. B. (1989). The role of the peer group in adolescents' adjustment to secondary
school. In T. Berndt & G. Ladd (Eds.), Peer relationships in child development (pp.
188-215). New York: Wiley.

Brown, B. B. (1990, May). How to help students sumeed in schoolbeyond the academics.
Tips for Princtpals. Reston, VA: National Association of Secondary School
Principals.

Brown, B. B., Lohr, M. J., & Trujillo, C. M. (1990). Multiple crowds and multiple lifestyles:
Adolescents' perceptions of peer group characteristics. In R. E Muuss, (Ed.),
AdolescAnt behavior and society: A book of reading (pp. 30-36). New York:
Random House.

Brawn, B. B., & Steinberg, L (1990, March). Skirting the "brain-nerd" conr -ction:
Academic achievement and social acceptance. The Education Digest, 11(7), 57-60.

Greenberger, E., & Steinberg, L (1986). When teenagers work: Thessychological and
social costs oLadolescent employment. New York: Basic Books.

Steinberg, L, & Elman, J. D. (1987). Aggicrtignampailli
school performance. Madison, WI: National Center on Effeciive Secondary Schools.
(ERIC No. ED 303 253)

Publications In Press

Brown, B. B. (in press). Peer groups and peer cultures. In S. S. Feldman & G. R. Elliott
(Eds.), At the threshold: The developing adolescent. Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University.

Srown, B. B., Lamborn, S. D., & Newmann, F. M. (forthcoming). "You live and you learn."
The place of school engagement in the lives of teenagers. In F. M. Newmann (Ed.),
atxten enza I I It 1 Ai ft 11. 1 1 sc oo . New York:
Teachers College Press.

Lamborn, S. D., Mounts, N. S., Brown, B. B., & Steinberg, L (forthcoming).
Noninstructional influences on academic engagement: Family, peers, extracurricular
participation, and parttime work. In F. M. Newmann (Ed.), Student engagement_and
achievement in American high.Ehgak. New York: Teachers College Press.
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Steinberg, L (in press). Interdependency in the family: Autonomy, conflict, and harmony.
In S. S. Feldman & G. R. Elliot (Eds.), At the threshold: The developiqg adolescent.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Preu.

Steinberg, L, & Dornbusch, S. M. (in press). Negative correlates of part-time employment
during adolescence: Replication and elaboration. Child Development,

Steinberg, L., Elmen, J. D., & Mounts, N. S. (in press). Authoritative parenting,
psychosocial maturity, and academic success among adolescent Child_Development.
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PROJECT 3: THE STRATIFICATION OF LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
IN MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL

Published

Gamoran, A. (1987). jnstructiop and the effects of schooling. Madison, WL National
Center on Effective Secondary Schools. (ED 303 435)

Gamoran, A. (1987). Organization, instruction, and the effects of ability grouping:
Omment on Slavin's "Best-evidence synthesis." Iteview of Educational Research, n
341-345.

Gamoran, A. (1987). The stratification of high school learning opportunities. Isiillggyjg
Educatign, a 135-155.

Gamoran, A. (1988). Resource allocation and the effects of schooling: A sociological
perspective. In D. IL Monk & J. Underwood (Eds.), Micro level school finance:
Issues and implications for policy (pp. 207-232). Ninth Annual Yearbook of the
American Educational Fmance Association. Cambridge, MA: Ballinger.
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